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McFie Discusses Plan Territorial Engineer Sullivan
Writes Letter of Thanks
Suggested to Him at
to I'ress.
Aztec.

The "Ben Hur" room was once of
Affording to the records of Territen spoken of in the Palace of the; torial F.ngineer Vernon I,, Sullivan,
Governors and was always on thci there have been completed in New
tourists' lips; the Kilo de los Frijoles Mexico during the past, two years, forroom and the Puye room, with their ty
irrigation works on thirty more,
now are In the limelight and' one-fi- t til of the work has been comtreasures
P.
Thomas
t.
with them in the near fitothers conreceived from Deputy Game under General Navarro and three hun-- i
pleted and on twenty-siday
ttire may be an "Aztec" room.
been
struction
has
Warden W. B. Knickerbocker of Az- - dred innurr r.ton at.
making a
begun,
vtrv mit&a nt
This suggestion was made to Judge
on which
total of ninety-siprojects,
tec, San Juan county, word that three the cUy Tfae
Arch-.lohn
R.
known
,osg
of
j
the
.McFie, president
msllrgent.8
under the direction of the territorial
Navajoes arrested by him for violat- is seven killed, their bodies
aeological Society of New Mexico, on
having
work has been or i3
ing the game laws had been fined been
his recent, visit to Aztec where he engineer's office,
to' this city today
and
brought
done.
R.
McFie.
John
$147.45 by Judge
being
held
for
court
a
out
laid
at the police headquarters
fortnight. Judge
Installed Stream Gauges.
McFie returned to the city last, night! The following letter irom Engineer
as an object lesson to disturbers of
and this morning discussed the sub- - Sullivan, indicates that he appreciates
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart has the peace. The government loss is
the help that the press is giving In
He said:
ject. at some length.
returned from a stream gauging trip one dead, six wounded." While the
to southwestern and southern New insurrectora retreated
Irrigation development of the com-ur- e
"While in Aztec I had the pleas-!-ththev erained
nionwealth.
Mexico. He reports the Gila and their object which was to prevent the
of meeting two prominent ladies
November 2!tth, 1910.
much interested in our archaeological
other streams very low, the country government regaining control of the man you love." "You bet he is," reNew .Mexican:
Fe
Editor,
Santa
.Sathe
marked
Owe
the
wild
way.
was
Filield.
work.
by
Mrs.
in
and
the
"But,
turkeys
very dry
major.
society's
Mexico and Northwestern,
Railroad
nce
resigning to take
wife of the count v superintendent of I)l!iir
cramento mountains so plentiful that from Chihuahua to Minaca. Since are you going to vote for him next
schools, and the other was Mrs. Mor-- j ul new fields of work it has been very
settlers are slaughtering them' for the attack on a train a week ago, no year?" "Vote for him? Vote for
me to note
ton, wife of the Presbvterian minis- 'gratifying and pleasing to
the mere fun of It. He
train has run over the line. The re- him?" exclaimed the guest., "I'd see
first."
ter there. They are at the head Gf the Peasant comments that have been
EDMUND C BURKE, POSTMASTER OF SANTA FE.
a chain gauge in the Penasco at Elk volutionists are said to have their him in h
an archaeological society in Aztec, "laile verbally, in the papers :.nd by
and the gauge at La Luz In La Luz main force at Santa Isabel, about 35
near which are prehistoric ruins. Both letters and it. is my desire to thank
creek. A new gauge was Installed in miles west of here and other forces ARIZONA CONVENTION
When Edmund C. Burke was apMorton are3'u and the people through the
But Mr. Burke is not a new figure Mrs. Fifteld and Mrs.
NEEDS THE PRAYER.
Tularosa at Mescalero. Mr. at San Andres and Guerrero, thus
the
01 'tmr u"ll'r for
vollr confl-o- f
the
in
interested
his'
Santa
of
Fe.
repointed postmaster
preservation umlls
in the public service. He held official
Stewart covered the Sacramento
controlling the line. General Navarro
will.
and
dence
good
he
Mexico
and
New
of
ruins
historic
prin- friends shook their heads, and the
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov.
gion on horseback in ten days.
returned to this city to await reinforpositions of consequence before com- !are also
With the coming of statehood and
proud of the fact that Aztec
cements. His force now consists of cipal feature of the morning session few not his friends predicted that dire ing to New Mexico, he has been as- - lis
Heard From Globe Trotter.
in a region rich with historic treas-jthwould
result.
Not
was
that
adoption of a short but effective
of
convention
consequences
the
constitutional
Governor Mills today received a about 400 men. It is reported that the
constitutional provision, insuring the
of Chaplain Crutehfield be- he was not capable, that he was not BiBtant attorney general of the Terri ures.
prayer
been
reinforced
have
the
he has been at work in various
insurgents
postal card from Henry Stewart, who
"It was suggested that I ask the appropriation ot water, with beneficial
seeching that Taft would not turn trusted, but his state of health was tory,
is walking around the world and who by bands from Parral and number down the constitution because of the precarious.
Bue he has surprised all. offices at the capitol. He is the speed- society to set aside a room in the Old 16l as a hasiii- measure and limit of
was in Santa Fe this summer. Stew-r- t about 1,000. It is admitted that the initiative and referendum recall; that He took hold of the difficult and intri- iest man on the typewriter in New Palace to be known as the 'Aztec ;a right and priority of appropriation
comsituation' Is more serious than had the
he is an experienced
writes from Montreal, Canada.
people would not turn it down be- cate work with a vim with an ener- Mexico,
Room,' which the society at Aztec b(ill recognized, and supported witn
the pacification of
but
been'
is
statute
he
of
reported,
books,
secretary
piler
to
caused
that
of the lack of woman suffrage, gy
will furnish, sendine treasures from or'e t ,n u,'st irrigation laws known.
cause
people
immediately
Signing Commissions.
the towns along the railroad is believto praise him. What is of the New Mexico Statehood League that, region. The suggestion seems a together with the Carey Act, which
Governor Mills and
Secretary ed to be only a matter of time. It Is and the provision made for healing respect and
he
has
seen to it personally that and did valiant service in securing good one and I shall bring the mat- applies to government lands: the dismore,
sick
method."
the
"by
any
Nathan Jaffa today signed the one understood that reinforcements have
the
has
convention
constitutional
postofftce
The
gives the people the the passage of the enabling act under ter up before the society at an early junct irrigation law. which applies to
hundred hadsomely litrographed and been ordered here from Mexico City.
to
which
service
be
patented lands; the systematic col-- j
entered
what will
they are entitled. It which New Mexico is at present for date."
engrossed commissions of the dele- If yesterday's fight is prophetic, as its last upon so far as probably
Political
lection of hydrographic data; the adis no uncommon sight to see him mulating a constitution.
the
actual
week,
convenkeen
The judgo expressed
pleasure
gates to the constitutional
of water rights; a more
it probably is, lively fighting in the drafting of the constitution is concern- drive about town helping his carriers ability runs in the family, for Mr. over
his sojourn in Aztec which he judication
tfie Hon. James
tion, which will be mailed to, each mountains is in prospect.
scientific use of the waters and the
ed. A determined effort was made by to deliver mail on a heavy day, or to Burke's brother, is
'
Burke of Pennsylvania, tloor found a thriving community. He said conservative appropriation of same,
delegate.
To be Hanged for Murder of Amer- Chairman Ingraham of the public see him sitting at the general deliv'-er- Francis
of
the Republicans in the na- some kind things of San Juan coun- together with the advancement of the
leader
Arrests by Mounted Police.
evout
to
mail
window, handing
service corporation committee to have
ican.
tional
House
of Representatives and ty which he declared Is gaining rap- construction of good roads, there
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal refrom the measure provide for regulation of ery comer, a job that every post office the staunches! friend
29. A letter
Nov.
El
Paso,
that New Mexi- idly in population and in its property seems to be no reason why New Mexfor
all private corporations, but the con- employe detests. He listens to comports the arrest of Jose Anaya
to
Herald
the
says
Sinaloa,
possessing an admirable ico should not develop rapidly along
Culiacan,
assault with Intent to kill; and
never permits a co has had at Washington in the past valuation,
school system, excellent teachers and
is absolutely quiet in vention decided to have the inquisi- plaints patiently and
three
Congresses.
these lines.
servto
to
Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk, the that everything
chance
the
to
go by
improve
fine school buildings. "The apple
A number of Mexicans torial power of the state confined
Mr. Burke takes a lively interest in
ice. He has jecured improved faciliarrest of Gregorio Trujillo at Espa-nol- that region.
to
and
It is my expectation and earnest
service
public
corporations
in
so
not
was
as
crop
good this year
in the murder of John
on the charge of grand larceny. implicated
building and loan, trust and insur ties, increased the nv- nber of dispatch- the welfare of Santa Fe, he is a mem- former years." he s;id, "but it was a wish that within the next ten years
an American miner at Badiragua-t- o ance
companies. The measure prohib es and insists upon the distribution ber of the Board of Trade and he ex- large crop, nevertheless." Discussing we may realize that which out departNational Guard Promotions.
Sinaloa, recently have been arrestdiscrimination against any meth- of all mails as they arrive, a fact tends the glad hand to every citizen (he court work. Judge McFie contin ment, has worked so hard to start,
iting
Office of the Adjutant General,
next
ed and sentenced to be hanged
od of healing, defeated last wreek, was which the dear people does not al- who looks him up at his office or hails ued: "We had a
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
very busy time, night partf of which will he the irrigation of
week.
ways appreciate, but which is very him on the street. It is good for San- and
reconsidered and adopted.
million acres of the fertile
November 26, 1910.
even Thanksgiving day being
day,
Conditions Nearly Normal.
a vital nevertheless. At the same time ta Fe to have such officials and such spent in court. There were many cas-- j soils of San Juan county from those
The convention also approved
Special Orders No. 15.
his citizens, for Mr. Burke is easily at the
AniNov.
29. Conditions memorial to Congress, asking for the he has
practically recovered
Washington.
1.
The following officers and endisposed of, the docket being made- large rivers that San Juan and
head of the class of good fellows.
the relief of original settlers on leased health.
and
mas:
the
are
Mexico
confining
in
approaching
rapidly
straightening
New
of
cases.
of
civil
Guard
National
District
up mainly
listed men.
normal state and the revolutionist school lands under irrigation.
Clerk Shearon remained at. Aztec, to of the Rio Grande and the drainage
Mexico, having passed the prescribed
to
the
confined
be
will
disturbance
and
as
The
initiative
referendum,
take testimony in a few- cases in and reclamation of laud along the
examination, are promoted as follows state of Chihuahua,
according to a reported by the committee on style,
which he was referee and District river as preliminary outlined in my
to date from September 24, 1910.
tostate
to
the
was
and
revision
department
Irrigation
HAND
REVOLUTION
telegram
BLACK
compilation,
to
be
passed
Attorney E. C. Abbott and Attorney address at the National
1st Lieut. Charles R. Echols,
held at Albuquerque;
the
R. H. Hanna who were there the past Congress
day from Ambassador Wilson.
by a vote of 36 to 6. The initiative
vice
Enfield,
resigned.
Captain,
wet-Ialso remained to take testimony irrigation of the Tucumcari and LoTrouble on West Coast.
percentage for constitutional amend2nd Lieut. Fred Clayton, to be 1st
this week. We could not dispose ot gan valleys from the enormous flood
San Diego, Cal., Nov. 29. Secret ments is fixed at fifteen. The initia111
HONDURAS all
Lieutenant, vice Echols, promoted.
for
tive
and
the cases on the docket for one waters of the Canadian; the adjustcounty,
Govcity
percentage
2nd Lieutenat Walter G. Turley, to conferences between Lieutenant
ment of the water rignts and the detown elections was also set at fifteen;
case lasted five days.
Among the
be 1st lieutenant, to, file an original ernor Laroque of lower California, and the referendum at ten
per cent.
consul at "Los
lawyers in court was our former San- velopment, of the Pecos valley; the
Mexican
Senor
Lozano,
vacancy.
measure was Blows Up Saloon and Five Rebels Have Captured Atlan-Store- s ta Fean, L. H. Van necke, who is do- completion of those large irrigation
The
2nd Lieut. Formerly F. Wiley, to be Angeles, have been held - San Diego
reto
40
while
7,
that profinally
passed,
ing well and was anxious to hear projects being built by the U. S.
this
or
and
two,
in New York
tic Ports
1st Lieutenant, vice Marsh, transfer- within the last day
of
clamation
the
Department
between
service;
irrigation
about
his
friends."
Santa
Fe
negroes
hibiting
marriage
of
in connection with the circulation
red.
thousands of acres in the northern
and Caucasians failed 13 to 34.
of
here
Mexican
a
Comayagua
City
revolutionary
journal
to
be
2nd Lieut. Stuart K. Baker,
POPULATION OF UNITED STATES and eastern part of the Territory from
of scores of strange
1st Lieutenant, vice Ames, transfer- and the presence
WILL
LENEVE
ETHEL
NOW EXCEEDS 100.000,000. those large projects now uuder conin
Mexicans
and apparently wealthy
red.
of the
BE
BACK.
TURNED
Nov. 29. That the struction; the development
trouWashington.
TO
EXTORT
MONEY TROOPS
SEEKS
JOIN INSURRECTOS
the city, is believed to indicate
population of the United States anu water power over the Territory, espeSergeant Jesse A. Wilder, to be 2nd ble for the Mexican officials of lower
New York, Nov. 29. Immigration
its possessions now exceeds lO't.OttO.- - cially those large projects on the Gila
Lieutenant, vice Clayton, promoted. California. The border is being closeSergeant Henry F. Christian, to be ly watched. The San Diego police inspectors at all ports have been or- - Kidnaped !Boy Five Years Ago Their Leader, Manuel Bonilla, Is fWlO i the estimate mario iwjre from that will furnish power to the rich
the census figures so far announced. mines in the Mogollon,' Burro and
2nd Lieutenant, vice Bitting, re- have rounded up and searched more dered to watch foj Ethel Leneve, reand Now Demands Reward j
Rusticating in New
The population of the United States. Black mountains; the Upper Pecos
signed.
than a score of Mexicans, alleged sus- poriea coming irom ixnaon. i ne auwater to pump the underflow of the
Orleans.
for His Return.
2.
Philippines and Porto Rico is
Echols Is assigned to command pected characters, all of whom were thorities are hard put to construct a
Estancia va'fey; the La Luz waters
the west charge for her deportation.
of Co "C", 1st Infantry. Lieutenants armed. Travelers from
to turn the wheels of the pumps in
The
to
United
the
of
States,
are
population
Wilder
have
Nov.
del
29.
San
New
A
Sur
and
Nov.
assigned
that
Juan
coast of Mexico say
Nicaruaga,
York,
troops
kidnapping
Clayton
the Alamogordo valley and many othONEINCREASE
Alaska
NEBRASKA'S
and
Neithis
Hawaii
and
Guay-mas93,471,64.
1st
Infantry,
been mobilized at Mazetlan and
case originating five years ago in 29. Advices today from Tegucigalpa
duty with Co "C",
FIFTH OF NEW MEXICO.
er of these Include Guam and Samoa er projects too numerous to mention,
to Captain
as well as Culiacan, the capital
will report in person
Honof
state that the Atlantic ports
which the late Police Lieutenant
New York, Chicago, and Philadel such as the pumping of the underflow
of Sinaloa and at Hermosillo, the capEchols for duty.
duras and the department of Comaya- murdered
who
Italv.
war
in
29.
The
Nov.
are now three of the ten larg for the Denting, Melrose, Portales and
populaphia
Washington,
G.
of
Sonora.
Turley ital
1st Lieutenant Walter
f
be- - 8ua nave oeen capiurea uy urn
in
of
is
an
tion
of
is
the
est
1,192,214,
Nebraska
in the world. The poptila ' other valleys where there is an exist- cities
played
part
investigator,
will continue to perform the duties of
- volutionists under the leadership
to
to
lieved
led
a
over
11.8
bomb
or
of
have
crease
cent
tion
of
explo125,914
American cities exceeds ence ot a larSe underflow; the stor- per
Batallion Adjutant, 2nd Batallion, 1st MEDICAL STUDENT DIES
Bonilla. The gov- - the half eight
President
Former
five
1900.
ing of the flood waters of the thou-- ;
that
wrecked
million mark.
early today,
OF TOO MUCH MORPHINE.
Infantry.
sands of arroyos where water is now
and smashed hundreds of win- - ernment forces sent to retake the terstores
to
Lieutenaant Wiley is assigned
lost, completely and a completion of
dows in tenement houses In one of the ritory joined the enemy.
a system ot well constructed highduty with Co. "F", 1st Infantry, and
Denver, Colorado, Nov. 29. Word
most thickly populated blocks of New
Bonilla at Safe Distance.
will report in person to Captain was received in Denver of the death
ways.
York. The bomb exploded in the door- New Orleans, Nov. 29. Manuel Bo-Bardshar for duty.
of Leroy P. Scott, son of William M.
,
of Bella Trinaorias' saloon in the nilla, credited with leading the
in making this development it will
way
duLieutenant Baker is assigned to
of the Sicilian settlement on tacks on the Atlantic ports of
be necessary to guard against
Scott, at the University of Pennsylvathe
will
and
1st
Co
Infantry,
"A",
ty with
street. It completely wreck- - duras has been in this city for some
nia, Philadelphia, where he was a
OUT
greed and avarice of promoters and
for
.duty.
report to Captain Dessauer
ed the saloon, hurled the sleepers in tiraestudent Morphine poisoning is bespeculators and to enforce conservaLieutenant Christian is assigned to lieved to have been the cause of death
the tenement above from their beds
tism in the appropriation of water, re-- !
and for a time the notice had their
duty with Co. "B", 1st Infantry, and but reports from Philadelphia
membering that, when you hear a per-WOOL MARKET IS
will report in person to Captain
Unseasonably Cold Weather son criticizing the engineer as to the
there is considerable uncertain Sudden Tempest t Descends hands full quieting the
Church for duty.
foreigners. Francesco LeBarbera who
Is to Prevail Beyond Rocky Ismail amount of water there is avail
ty and that an inquest will be held toon Caspian Sea and
owns the saloon, says that five years
By Command of the Governor,
able for appropriation, you can con
day. Scott was 27 years old, and a
TernBut
A. S. BROOKES,
Mountains
He has 0nio Fleeces Move. Slowy
ago his son was kidnapped.
Spreods Ruin
times out of one
sider that ninety-nin- e
senior in the medical school of the
""u
lor""
received many letters threatening his
Adjutant General. university. He had been at the unihundred
that the critic is in error, for
Offered.
Prices
not'
Official:
,
there is no mine easier to salt than
versity five years, but had spent his SEVEN TOWNS ARE FLOODED life if a large sum of money be
ALASKA the salting of your ideas as to the
FROM
JACK FROST
A. S. BROOKES,
paid for the return of the boy but he
summers in Denver, and was well
ex29.
Nov.
and
4.J
Firmness
Boston,
t,
j
amount of a given water supply. There
j treme
Adjutant General.
known among the young people of the
dullnes characterizes the local
believes
now
the
are
that
are so many losses of water in the
kidnappers
was
last
last
His
visit
here
wool
city.
fleeced
in
Dealers
market.
wool
Northwest Is Experiencing Low- conservation of same that the averTheir Mooring Go Down starting on their revenge.
TAFT INSISTS ON THE
summer, when he spent about three Ships at
are disposed to mark up prices in
STRICTEST ECONOMY. months here. The yonug man was
age person and a great many engiWith Their Crews on
est Temperatures of the
view of the foreign strength. All ter
neers fail to consider. The territorial
LOUD
SALOME
TOO
numfound unconscious in his room In one
Board.
Season.
ritory wools are very firm and
Cabinet Officers Informed That They of the university dormitories, and
engineer has many times had the
EVEN FOR CHICAGO. ber of sales in Montana have been
Must Cut Estimates Still
pleasure of talking with people of
Ohio
was taken to the university hospital.
23
in
at
made
bags.
original
Russia, Nov. 29. During Miss Garden
Washington, Nov. 29. At last the broad experience while watching a
Further.
to
move
All efforts to revive him were fruit a Astrakhan,
I'
with
fleeces
Objects
Toning
quarter weather man has turned off the steam.
very slowly
sudden tempest on the Caspian sea
large flood in the river that he had
Down and it is Withdrawn from
' bloods selling at 27 cents and fine De- and he died without regaining
the
weather
cold
29. President less,
today, the landing stage on which
Unseasonably
during
measured and their idea as to
just
Washington, Nor.
consciousness.
lane at 24 cents. A fair amount of next few
Opera House.
were three hundred Persian dock
days Is predicted over prac- the amount of water and what it would
Taft Informed the cabinet officers afin
is
but
Texas,
reported
inquiry
tically all the districts east of the irrigate if the flood was to continue
workers, was dragged from its moor
ter scrutinizing the final draft of the RENO COURTS SWAMPED
ed wool is dull.
Chicago, Nov. 29. Following
ings and swept out to sea. The storm flclal
Rocky mountains as the result of re- a certain length of time is invariably
estimates of the various government
from
SUITS.
the
DIVORCE
criticism
WITH
Chicago
was so violent that attempts at res
of an extensive area of high many times greater than what it real
ports
departments for the fiscal year becue were futile and all hope that any police department, through Chief ROPKE CONFESSES THEFT OF
barometric pressure over Alaska and ly was or what it would irrigate. It
ginning on July 1, 1911, that there
Reno, Nev., Nov. 29. As a result of of the men will b,e saved has been Steward, the production of Salome in
northwest where the is my 'desire, for the good of the deMORE THAN MILLION. the extreme
must be a further arid deeper cut, In
which Mary Garden had twice ap
the
steadily increasing divorce busi- abandoned.
form.
in
their
temperatures are now the lowest of velopment of the Territory, to call
than
present
them
of
peared-beforbeen
two
divisions
has
withdrawn! Louisville, Nov.
ness swamping the
Ropke the season.
Many Towns Flooded.
your attention to these matters, for
the district court here,, seriously
Scores, of ships, several with crews from the Grand Opera program. The Becretary of the banking department
one acre of land well irrigated and
WHITE SOX WILL TRAIN
all other court Interests and on board, were sunk at their moor Chief Informed; the management that 0t tne Fidelity Trust Company, today BRITISH EXPEDITION STARTS
AT MINERAL WELLS.
properly cultivated and seeded to a
with ings off different Caspian
t6wns. the offensive features, particularly piead guty to tne embezzlement
of
FOR SOUTH POLE. paying crop will net more returns to
making every one connected
a change has Seven towns along the coast are flooa- the "Head" scene had to be toned ;flinds of the comoany and was sen- - Christ Church, Newzealand, Nov. the farmer than one hundred acres
Chicago, Nov. 29. President Com- the court work overtime,
the governor by ed, and hundreds of inhabitants are down. Miss Garden strenuously ob fenced to ten to eighteen years In 29. The ship Terra Nova bearing the that does not pay expenses.
Iskey made definite announcement last Just been made by will hereafter
give taking refuge on hay stacks. The suf jected to eliminating any of her lines the penitentiary. The total of his de- British south polar expedition in comThanking you personally and the
night that Mineral Wells. Texas, has which two Judges to
Washoe county fering Is great, as Intense cold has or poses and accordingly the produc- falcation is more than a million
mand of Captain Robert F. Scott sailbeen selected as the spring training their entire time
tion has been withdrawn.
followed the storm.
ed for the Antarctic today.
cases.
(Continue on Page Eight.)
camp for the Chicago White Sox.

El Paso, Nov. 29 The staff corTerritorial Treasurer today
from Warden Cleofes Romero $503. respondent of the Associated
Press
00 convicts' earnings, and from Ward-at Chihuahua wires as follows under
en Thomas P. Gable 31.95.
date of yesteniay: x sharp aklrmlBh
re
NafJsF'"edA
lasting three hours occurred yester-Gam'

Nov. 29. President
Washington,
Taft is telling a story on himself. It
happened at Richmond while on his
way back from his recent trip to Panama. "I always enjoy going to
Richmond," he said. "They have a
way of making you feel perfectly at
home. Not a bit of politics in the
reception they give you. I know this
The President then told
absolutely."
a story related to him by Major Hemphill, editor of the Richmond
A Democratic guest at the
Taft luncheon, sitting next to the
major, became enthusiastic about the
President.
de"
"Taft simply is a
clared the guest. "He is the kind of
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ORDER WOW
YourTMKSGIVINGkey
DRESSED OR ALIVE.
Broilers

Fries

CHICKENS

Stews

FRESH EDIBLES OF ALL KINDS
EVERYTHING

FOR MINCE MEAT,

FRUITCAKE, etc.

Telephone

SKIN AFFECTIONS

City, Idaho; Mrs. S. Bresler of
and Mrs. Jennie R. Martin
of
Deming, with whom the father had
a home for 18 yvars of the 22 he
has been in the Deming country.
Bis-be-

WHETHER ON INFANT OR GROWN
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO
AND ZEMO SOAP.
An Unusual Offer.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store
says to every person, be it man, woman or child, who has an irritated,
tender or itching skin to come to our
store and and procure a bottle of
ZEMO and a cake of ZEMO soap and
if you are not entirely satisfied with
results, come back and get your
money. So confident are we of the
efficacy of this clean, simple treat- ment, that we make you this unusual
offer.
ZEMO is a clean liqu! 1 for external
use that has cured so many cases of
eczema, pimples, dandruff and other
forms of skin eruption. ZEMO and
ZEMO soap are the most economical
as well
the cleanest and most effective treatment for affections of the
skin or scalp, whether on infant or
grown person.

President of Canadian Pacific
cusses the Effort to Secure
crease of Revenues in U. S.

No. 40.

GIVE CASB REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
PURCHAShS
;ALL(;t CASH
WE

TIE

DAILY ROUND

M.

TUESDAY,

PHYSICiAN ENTIRELY

In-

set-bac- k

1

rates.

Always Bring

MGIFT-

j

GIVING

LADIES

Results.

TAILORED WAISTS

HOISE DRESSES

"My face was afflicted with eczema
In the year 1807. 1 used the Cuticura
Remedies and was entirely cured. I am
a practicing physician and very often
prescribe Cuticura Resolvent and Cuticura Soap in oases of eczema, and they
have cured whore other formulas hara
failed.
' I am not in the habit of endorsing
I find rempatent medicines, but when such
as tha
edies possessing true merit,
Cuticura Remedies do, I am
their
virtues
to
enough proclaim
to the world. I have been practicing
medicine for twenty years, and must
say I find your Remedies A No. 1. I
still find the Cuticura Remedies as good
as ,v.r Tht'V nlwftvs hrinr? results.
O. M. Fisher, M.D., Big Pool, Md., Dec

& KIMONAS

EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

broad-mind-

4

1QOQ

WE ARE. A1SO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF HEADY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S COATS

M

,

DOCTOR RECOMMENDED

WE TAKE MEASURES FOR;
LADIES SUITS

THE

CUTICURA REMEDIES.
" When I was ten or twelve years old
I had a scalp disease, something like
scald-heathough it wasn't that. I
suffered for several months and most of
my hair came out. Finally they had a
doctor to see me and he recommended

Tho' railroad ties cost more and more,
the Cuticura Remedies. They cured me
They say our earnings are too great.
in a few weeks. I have used the Cuticura
Yet they demand a station grand,
Remedies, also, for a breaking out on
my hands and was benefited a great
With flower beds and rustic gates;
deal. I hsven't had any more trouble
And, getting this, they still insist
with the scalp disease. Miss Jessie F.
That we must cut the rates.
Buchanan, R. F. D. 3, Hamilton, Ga.,
Jan. 7, 1909."
Tho' carfare's down to almost naught,
Cutlpura Soap (5.r!.), Ctitleurs Ointment 60c ).
The price of coal is up in G.
and Cuticura Pills
(50c.)
Cuticura
25e.) are Bold throughout the world. Potter Drug
The fact remains coal must be bought,
& Chem. Corp., Sole Props.. 135 Columbus Ave,
Cuticura
However high the price may be.
free,
Boston, Maes.
Book oq Treatment of SklD and Scalp Uumora.
Shaugh-- j
A new bridge here, a round
house managements. President
nessy made it plain that no interpreta- there
tion, of his company's last annual re-- I
'Most all the profit takes;
magnitud to cost $8,500,000. It will
port which would be embarrassing to provide
Yet millionaires, in mock despair,
water for irrigation purposes
American railways need be expected.
for 1,100 000 acres. All of this work
Say we must cut the rates.
;
Ihe Canadian Pacific reported on has been possible through the constEach revolution of a wheel
a mueage oi ii,uo:;.v ana also upon
Leaves
in
traces
the
ant refusal of the company to intreasury;
Sandwich Plates
its ocean, lake and river stemships. crease the
And every shining band of steel
capital stock beyond the
The balance on June 30, showed the
Cut Glass Dishes
Counted in dollars bright may be.
actual cash investments, and at this
to
bonds
remnbe
only
the
remaining
It costs to run a railroad, and
time the railway and equipment is
Tea Cake Baskets
To pay their share the shippers hate; ants o three issues, totaling $39,621,- - appraised at $317,226,265.81,
in addi-- j
66. The outstanding capital stock was
So just reserve and use the sand
tion to which the company has steamDinner Ware
$1S0,000,000, including the last issue
. Don't let them cut the rates.
ships of a value of $18,460,161.38, seA cut in freight rates means, you see, of $30,000,000 which was snapped up curities valued at $69,076,971.12,
Bon Bon Dishes
toby investors within a few hours
of gether with cash in hand
A cut in wages, too
amounting
the offer.
Sugar and Creams
to $46,165,817.05, aid over $10,000,000
Short time, half time, or it may be
The
from invested in government
earnings
No
at
time
for
you.
all,
securities.
Tea
Sets.
in its varied and artistic colors,
freight reported by the Canadian Pa The total assets of the company were
So get into the m'xup, boys;
cific
7C
in
1909
was
durthose
cents,
It's free for all, so do not wait;
designs and decorations, makes
reported at $526,250,289.48, in addition
If you can't fight just make some noise jing 3910, 77 cents. The total number to which the company owns 7 539,722
of tons carried one mile were 7,772,- - acres of land in the
Don't let them cut the rates.
prairie provinces
prized and always appropriate. The fl
012 635, an increase over 1909 of one of
LYDIA M. DUNHAM O'NEIL.
Western Canada, and 4,474,094
onnon
ana
a
nait tons.
special monogram work in gold will
Corona N M.
acres In British Columbia.
The land grant of the Canadian Pa-j
be particularly pleasing to the bride.
The showing made by the Canadian
AND
A Crop That Pays A. L. Taylor ciflc has been kept entirely separate Pacific has been
regarded as likely
from
the transportation revenues, to
has harvested 1,680 pounds of beans
to American
Choicest Patterns in
prove
embarrassing
per acre on his beautiful irrigated The annual report showed sales for railroads for the reason that the comfarm south of Deming and is figuring the year ending June 30, of $43,762,- H of this beautiful art work and we 1
pany1 has quite as much line through
FLATWARE194.70 which amount practically doub- on seven cents per pound.
H shall be glad to have you come in
regions as any road in
agricultural
System The led the surplus in the land grant fund, the United States and at the same
Installing Telepnone
H and see it. Beautiful
fi
rm
work of installing the telephone dis- - from which fund all the costs of the time handles a
large amount of manuH booklets for distribution
1
patching system on the New Mexico irrigation projects and other similar factured goods on its eastern lines,
Every thing to make your
division of the Santa Fe is progressing undertakings are paid and leaving the the nature of its traffic and
territory
DiniDg Table
nicely. It will be completed in about freight and passenger operations en- - being such as to
promise lower rea week.
surtirely separate and distinct. The
venues and higher costs
A Dream.
Guests Extinguish Fire The hasty plus in the land grant fund now is than the average of American
railtransformation from guests at a doli sufficient to retire all outstanding roads which enter the centers of large
party to a fire brigade was all that bonds and leave a large remaining population. The actual rates are
saved the country home of Mr. and surplus.
about the same.
'"It is perfectly true that there are
Mrs. F. E. Bryant, on the Bolles farm
JEWELER.
near Carlsbad, from being destroyeu many economics remaining to be effected in railway management as in
by fire last Saturday afternoon.
LIFE NOT WORTH LIVING
Polish
Sanitarium at Roy The any other business," Sir Thomas said,
plans for the incorporation of a large i"and some leakages that ought to be is the way Miss Alta
Abel, of West
Polish sanitarium for Roy, Mora coun- stopped, but the railroads are doing
summed
her existencet
Ind.,
Baden,
up
The sani- everything in their power to increase
ty, are almost complete.
after having sought in vain for health.
a
at
will
be
tarium
quarand
and
efficiency
have
been
capitalized
economy
$
more successful in any respect than She writes, "I was a complete wreck
ter of a million dollars.
v.
worn out and nervous.
Work"" of Sneak Thief Saturday almost any other line of industry. always tired,
I had to spend about
of my
evening while the members of the We have spent about $100,000,000 on time in
and my life was not worth
bed,
enCanadian
a
the
were
sneak
in
Pecific
thief
the last eight
away,
family
tered the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. years on such improvements,
but living.
Vinol, your delicious cod liver and
Boone at Las Vegas, and secured these require a constant investment
about $6 in money from the pocket of fresh capital before they can be iron tonic, was recommended, and I
can truly say it has done me more
of one of the roomers.
bought about, and the rates must be
all the medicine I ever took
MarLicenses
Issued
sufficient to pay a return n the capit-- good than
Marriage
in my life. That nervous and tired
were
at
licenses
Las
nl
a
Annnnml
ir
PDflllirort
ntlnh
milft
riage
granted
DAY & NIGHT
ppn
1
IOC PALACE
"
15J RLU
PHONIC
Vegas to Refugia Porras, aged 16, Las ossible. The same tenancy owa
,AVK
flesh
until I feei
and
health,
strength,
Filiberto
22,
and
Vegas,
Lujan, aged
increases in operating expenses has
PICTURE FRAmilMG TASTEFUlLY
7n
AND SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
j
Ojitos Frios; Mary M. McGill, aged been noticeable on our lines as in the like another person." (We guarantee
this testimonial to be genuine.)
34, Yates Center, Kans., and William United
States, although our net reve-- j
What yinol did for Miss Abel we
Wysem aged 43, Redlands, Calif.
nues have not yet been reduced to
ne
ft wffl do for
setthe same extent."
Joseph Estate Settled "The
overworked, tired, thin and
tlement of the Antonio Joseph estate
In the company's annual report, spe- was made last week in court. The ciflc reference was made to the land discouraged woman in this vicinity.
un-property in Taos fronting on the plaza grant funds, as follows: "The sales; Try a bottle of Vinol with the
ue
xnax
.
- tw Snfia t .
..
,
,
money
,
win
your
tvo
in v
Hiotriw 0,
aersianaing
agricultural iana aunng tne year
t y..,- - Wu.-- The
tion. The Ojo Caliente springs were aggregated 975,030 acres, for $14,46S,
devised to Mrs. Joseph and son, Anto- - 504.33, Deing an average of $14.84 per
nio F." Taos Valley News.
acre for this area were 145421 acres
Horse Steps on Woman Mrs. Leo- - of irrigated land, which brought an
nor Garcia was walking down from average of $26 59 per acre, so that the
the depot at Farmington when she average pric" of the balance was $12.- was run down by a horse and buggy 78 per acre." Must of this revenue to
driven by David Allen. The horse the company now comes from1 Alberta
Sole Agents For
stepped on her, fracturing a rib and and British Columbia, the great irriga-- j
For
yearc the only
lacerating her face in several places. tion project near Calgary beinfc of the
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Owens Makes Good Solon M. Owfirst class tonsorial
ens, who was accused at Roswell of
in Santa Fe.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINHOLTSE IN SANTA FEissuing a number of bad checks, has
Contain
Mercury.
OUR NEW PITCH
returned from Vaughn. The amounts
of the alleged worthless checks have as mercury will surely destroy the
TREATMENT
PHONE
sense
of
smell
and
completely derange
all been made good by him, and he rewhole
BLACK
system when entering it is guaranteed to cure, (not only
turned from Vaughn of his own ac--! the
mucous surfaces. Such! relieve, Dandruff, ialJin hair &
the
through
escord. He is the heir to the Owens
should never be used except! other scalp irritations.
We also
tate, estimated to be worth in the articles
on prescriptions from reputable phy--j
line
of
a
all the
complete
carry
neighborhood of $25,000.
.
111
At
nlninnn
J
J
x it..
iue uauiage
Uuy wm ao popular hair and facial toniCS.
Death of Deming pioneer After a is ten fold to the
good you can pos
few days of severe illness, one of sibly derive from them. Hall's CaHERPiniDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
Alfred
Francis
Deming's pioneers,
tarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Rutland, died at the home of his Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
Coinb, Brush & Mirror Sets
Military Brushes and Everything
daughter, Mrs. Jennie R. Martin. The mercury, and is taken internally, actAgents HUBBS LAUNDRY
in Sterling & Plated Wear.
for the Toilet Table deceased was born in England 80 ing directly upon the blood
and mu- Phone us. wewillbeffladtocallfor vour
years ago. Together with his family cous surfaces of the system. In buy-- aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
A NEW LINE OF.
he came to Ohio about 40 years ago. lng Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you and deliver on Thursdays and
ENAMELED BUCKLES,
E'ridays
JABOT PINS,
BROOCHES,
where the wife passed away 26 years get the genuine. It is taken internalAll work is guaranteed; vour
BELT PINS, ETC.,
ago. Seven children were born to ly and made in Toledo, Ohio, by p. J.
socks are mended and button
sewed on you shirts, without
this union, three daughters only re- Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
345 San Francisco Street,
Qf
8anta Fe- - N. M.
extra charge.
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per
maining to mourn the death of their
father. Mrs. James Davies of Boise bottle.
PHONE RED 122. PHONH RED ,122.
t

-

Incorporated 1903

HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE

By the Use of Cuticura Remedies.
Prescribes Them and Says They
have Cured when Other Formulas

Dis-

Failed. They

CUTTING RATES.
The price of steel may skyward soar
And yet they want to cut the

Established 1856.

cuejnpi

Chicago,. Nov. 29. Sir Thomas G.
Shaughnessy, president of the Canadian Pacific Railway, has allayed the
fears of the American railway managers that their contentions for rate
increases wauld receive a
if
the management of the Canadian
transcontinental system was consulted. Sir Thomas in interviews here
said: "I hope that popular clamor
will not operate to prevent the railroads in the states from getting what
they reasonably need in the way of
rates," he said, "as a vast amount of
capital is required to enable them to i
give the service expected. This cani
only be supported and secured by ad-- ;
.
equate revenues."
The facts that the Canadian Pacific
Railway operates freight and passen-Ker revenues which are practically the
same as those in the United States,
that its
rate shown by
the last annual report is almost idenrate
tically the average
of American railways, and that the
Canadian system lias extinguished its
bonded debt, built several hundred
miles of extensions each year out of
earnings, and increased its dividend
to stockholders to 8 per cent, have
been rather troubling the American

UP.

NOVEMBER 29, 1910.

e

SHAUGHNESSY REFRAINS
FROM RATE CRITICISMS.

a

U inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

And Guarantee a Fit,

SELIG1ANBR0SC0.
P. O. Box 219

Phone 39

j

fPICKARD
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j

BEST

We have afuil display
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PTT7,
OrilZ--
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j
j

manufacturing

MR. CARVER:

won't mind Carving that bird If you have a Carving Knife
will "CARVE."
,
"
MRS. CARVER:
You'll be glad to have your friends dine with you If you have new
Knives, Forks and Spoons for the table.
You

that

If it's Hardware

MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors &
Lic3nsed Embalmers

i

ion

Be'

i

CO.b

We have it.

WHOLESALE
Ah D RETAIL

Si!

one-thir- d

"haruw'are

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERR1LLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindlirjg.

32SMi7S58!
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

run-dow-

j

Wholesale
&

o-

.

T?

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Ullt

,

POTATOES and
SALT;

Retail

'

i

v

KERR'S

j

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CLEAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED N E W MANAGEMEN- TEQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- .

Gentlemen's
Phone
Red 132

0. 0.

Hats Made New.

SHAWQO, Propietor

i9

parlor

-

45

LEO HERSCH

PBHLS45

du,

FOR LADIES-

FOR MEN

-

m

i"1"
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The

YONTZ

LIVERY
w
m

arm UaXi Gia9
Fine Rigs, Reliable Morses, Single
lor

mmua m

m

WZ

II

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
j

RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOn

muwm

n

II

11

H D II

II
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. j
1
ftauiucas Cirum
mar
taKe.
you may
tny sianapoini

K'S Pharmacy

oes
man who knows how and
wei?hng, the measuring-t- he
one whom evervthino denpnrlsAOur resnnnsihilitv. is never ln eioKfnf
rnffl mnmpnr in ri1 I liner nrAerriminne hwerv ..rracowirrirn pavmrr rnv ofwo
r
ti
f
may reel sate and sure it we rill your prescriptions.

man

CT VtI tfg(l-- fHlfKi ii IC?4B
'O
till Illlll Vfc
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Phone 213

Pharmacy.'

i

riTE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N. M.
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HAFFNDRCD
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III

DENVER COLO.

Foster-Mllbur-

Remember the name Doan's and
We have received the first shipment take no other.
of Ball Bearing Buggies with which
we expect to stock our barn eventualTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ly. These are very high class rigs,
Connection made witn Automobile
eouipped with lights fulfilling the city line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
ordinance.
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
Give them a trial if you wish to
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
find a marvellously light running Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
vehicle!
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
WILLIAMS
Roswell $10. Reserve seats pn auto810 San Francisco 8t. 'Phone 139 Ret mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Rea-we- ll

Roe-we-

t WW

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

-

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

IP-

men for college or for business life. Groat

amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West s.t an e'evatlon of 3,700
feel above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittte rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten

4.

Ja4
fe

1

I

' 'CVS

buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS K. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

s

ed

A

Flnlay
For particulars anl 'Illustrated catalogue

iiddress.
COL.

JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superlntendent.

RIDE IN THE MOON

ment and progression ami prosperity
!of New Mexico. The opportunity for
statehood, which the people of this
territory have been seeking for over a
quarter of a century is before them.
They can accept oi they cau reject.
It is a question now of patriotism and
ada desire for the development and
vancement of this splendid territory
and the fulfilment of its destiny.
Taos Valley News.

"The man who caught the bear byj
the tail and met serious difficulty in
letting go could sit for a good picture
of the Arizona Democracy just now.
Our Democratic friends are vainly
looking for some way to "unhook"
from their alliance with the socialists. Arizona Republican.

Prohibition Defeated.
Kvery loyal citizen who cherishes
a grain of patriotism will be disappointed to see we have no opportunity
a
to vote for prohibition even as
separate submission. It is said some
the
thought this might endanger
adoption of the constitution. Let us
add if we have a constitution that
has a hard fight to be adopted it
should be beaten. St. Vrain Journal.
The constitutional convention has
completed its work and the constitution will be submitted to a vote ol
the people of the Territory on Saturday, January 21, 1911. There is no
doubt as to the result and it Is safe
to predict statehood sometime in 1911.
The constitution when adopted w ill be
an excellent example of good sense
Clayton
and sound judgment.

Hustler.

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SNTA

FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

5TATEH
TOYS

AND

...

FOR XMAS. AT

FRANK F. GORMLEY'S

Bund.

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
.
ideal homes ready for you.

..

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
Wears prepared to locate settlers on gov- tA.NOHK8,
'RANCHES,
LARGE
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- LARfJK
AND
prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
AND
:
:
invited to correspond with as.
SMALL
;
SMALL.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING 1 NEW MEXICO, LET US HEIR FROM YOU,

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOMAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

YOU

WILL AGREE

THAT IT IS MUCH GREATER

TO PRODUCE ONE THING ENTIRE AND
PERFECT. THAN TO DO MANY THINGS
BY HALVES.

The

JLf

Established

Clear

H.

Established

-1

-1-

mi

j

1869

Co

1869

1

Taking the constitution

as a whole
and will do
all that we can to make its adoption
ias unanimous as possible. We do not
r
believe the vote against it will he
sideraMe in Chaves county. While
some minor defects are noted,
of
course, practically all the more severe
criticism we have heard is in regard
to the clause placing the entire control in the hands of the land commissioner and the other in regard to the
failure of the framers to provide for
negro schools. So long as a man like
Robert P. Ervlen is commissioner
)here need be no fear as to the lands.
f),o fa.t tl,,.t ho rr,ucncoia
trary power, known by the people, will
have a powerful influence in determ-inthe conduct of any possible successor. None of the critics have suggested a way in which this could have
been impr'oved, many admitting that
to put it in the hands of a board
Some one has
would be no better.
to be trusted, and for our part we
would prefer that the responsibility
he concentrated upon one man. It
w0"l1 ue a very brave man indeed
lia.t would attempt to ccme any skin
game when the blame would instantly
(he traced to the correct course, and
he would be wide open to tho attacks
the press, the people, and to im- Tri- Roswell Register
peiichment."
bune.
j

we are all well satisfied,

ARE EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS,
They make only the one brand, but make
them good in 5, 10, and 15 cents sizes.

j

con-favo-

j

By a decisive

e

was voted on.
ald.

Roy and Solano Her-

Isidore Armijo, probate clerk of
Dona Ana county, who was a dele-gate from this county to the constitu-tional convention, has brought home
with him from Santa Ke a very unique
Mr.
souvenir of the convention.
mijo secured the signatures of every
member of the convention, with the
exception of two, these being sick, at
the time he was circulating the list.
This gives him the facsimile signature
of !)S of the most prominent men in
New Mexico, and, after New Mexico
becomes a state, his list will possess
considerable value as being the only
private document which bears the
names of all the makers of the
the only other paper containing the complete list, being the
constitution itself. El I'aso Herald.
Ar-io- f

Better lhan making a new brand every
year or two , don't ycu think?

j
'

-

fOU'LL FIND ALL THE SIZES VERY FINE
H. B. CARTWRIGHT

ai-h-

t BRO.

Are Exclusive Agents.

g

New and Completfi Line of Dress Goods

DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
TAILOR MADE SUITS
EVERYTHING

IN UP TO.DATE WEARING APPAREL

FOR HER AND FOR HIM.

i

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

Plays and Players.1

When the curtain rises Friday nigh
at the Elks' theater the audience will
he treated to one of the most agreeable surprises they have had in many
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS of PROMINENT PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY
years. It will be the Elks' big show,
"The Inside Inn," a two act musical
NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
comedy by Joe Rren, and will be the
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
very same show, line for line, that
a
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We have that the liquor interests and the Republicans have combined for the purpose of establishing a Democratic
newspaper to support this constitu
tion. According to the report Albu
querque has been selected as the point
San Juan Democrat.
of publication.

strong suspicion that the member
ship consists of one H. B. Fergusson.
Albuquerque Morning Journal.
If any recall method only those
should be allowed to vote in an attempt to displace a public official who
were his supporters in the original
election. Of course his political op
ponents would be against him at all
times. The recall is a vicious propo
sition and to our mind should not
have anyplace in our system of gov
ernment. If the recall of the judicia
ry is allowed to stand in our constitution then good bye statehood and
the Democratic party in this territory
for a reason. Bisbee Daily Review.

That Democratic Meeting.
The action oi the members of the
Democratic county and territorial com
mittees in telegraphing Territorial
Chairman Walton their objection to
the convention of Democrats called
for December 17th at Santa Fe no
doubt will meet with the approval of
the vast majority of Democrats of the

Pecos valley, who feel that they
should be left to vote on the constitu
With reference to the constitution, tion as they desire without meeting
the Doctor seems inclined to answer any entangling party alliance. And
questions but prone to give advice. there is no doubt that the Democrats
remarks of eastern New Mexico will vote
He somewhat Delphically
that the instrument is a comprehen they individually feel inclined.
sive work, that neither party got ' The calling of this convention we
though of regard as a grave mistake. Whatever
everything it wanted
course, the Republican party got most the action taken at the convention it
of the things that it went after. He can make but a few friends, if any,
approves of many of the features such and is bound to make enemies for the
as the salary provision for county of party.
Now that the constitution has been
fices, the election of Judges by the
people and the four year term with framed by the constitutional convenand, of tion, it becomes, not a party matter;
ineligibility for
course, so far as it goes, the referen- but one that should be decided by
dum feature. Artesia Advocate.
every voter of the territory, individually. Roswell Daily Record.
On'the whole this new constitution
The Constitution.
is a conservative and really states
manlike document which should apThe constitutional convention has
peal to those who think and who an- adjourned, the constitution has been
alyze fairly, uninfluenced by any framed, the election for its ratifica
other consideration than the advance- - tion or rejection by the peopie of New
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GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

After a full reading of the constitu
tion as made and presented to tne
people of New Mexico for their approval or rejection, the Current has
come to the conclusion that it is a
very bad instrument as compared with'
or,
the constitution of Oklahoma
what Arizona will have. However, owing to the fact that it can be changed
and that the business interests of the
territory demand statehood it is better than none and will probably carry. Carlsbad Current.
There is much speculation as to
who compose the membership roll, of
the Independent Voters' League, the
Citizens'
Progressive League, the
Amalgamated Order of Freemen, the
State Federation of Sovereign Voters,
Association,
the Direct Legislation
the Initiative and Referendum Society,
Club and the Fer- the

DOLLS

Mexico has been called for January
121st, 1H11. it will soon be up to the
people to say whether or not it is
good enough to live under, and their
judgment, expressed by the ballot at
"
"
'""
The docu
accepted and acceptable.
ment in many respects is just, in
many others unjust, and as to weighing it for its correct balance the people can be depended upon. It has
been made easy of amendment, which
is one of its most important and
pleasing features; it does not include
any of the principles of direct legislation, which is among its most objectionable and unpleasant features. Kvery voter in New Mexico should have
an opportunity to read the constitution, in order that he may be able to
vote intelligently. It would be difficult
K judge at this time, while the peo
ple arewillignorant of its contents, what
do with reference to ratify-- '
they
Aztec- Index.
iug the constitution.

e

We are still of the opiuion expressed
the editorial printed elsewhere
herein, that the constitution will De
adopted; but granting that that is
true, every man ought to vote tus own
convictions on the question; and
ought to study the matter until he is
sure that he has convictions before
invoting. Anyone who does not vote
telligently ought not to vote at all.Artesia Advocate.
-

$1,500

Republicans and Democrats have
worked hard together and have done
all in their power to give us a constitution w hich we cannot turn down, on
the other hand we should and must
be proud of it, and on the 21st day of
January 1911, every American citizen
should turn out to the polling place
and cast his vote in favor of the con-stitution. We the people of New Mex
ico have everything in our hands and
it is up to us to show "Uncle Sam"
that we are true Americans in every
sense of the word, therefore vote in
of the constitution Fort Sum- ner Republican.

majority the constitu- tional convention has decided that the
state-widmatter of
prohibition
should not be acted upon in the constitution or accompanying it. We be-i-e
'lhe convention is right. There
will be plenty of time to decide up
on measures to regulate the liquor
the
The carelessness with which some traffic after we have entered
men of good average education use Union. If complicated with prohibithe tenses of familiar verbs is now tion and similar matters it is likely to
and then brought to one's attention. become befogged. Legislative matters
Yesterday, lor example, a prominent will come up for action in iue time.
Democrat was heard to express his At present the question is as to
opinion that the constitutional con- whether we shall have a chance to
vention "is getting crazy." Arizona do any legislating at all. Kight Democratic members openly dodged the isRepublican.
sue by going out when the measure

If W B. Walton, chairman of the
Democratic territorial committee has
announced his intention of supporting
the constitution, he ought to resign as
chairman. As far as we have been
able to read the document there is
nothing Democratic about it, and Wal
ton, if he intends to support it, can
best serve his party by retiring from
Times
ts leadership. Farmington

30 H. P.
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CERTAIN RESULTS
Nothing uncertain anout the work
AND
of Doan's Kidney Pills in Santa Fe.
of
Is
There
plenty of positive proof
this in the testimony of citizens. Such
the most
evidence should convince
There are many objections to the
skeptical doubter. Read the following proposed constitution, looking at
It
statement:
from a Democratic stand point, but it
ColMrs. Desederia J. de Quintans,,
will be ratified by ih- - people
by a
lege St, Santa Fe, N. M.t says: "Sev- good majority. ('ansbad Current.
eral years ago I used Doan's Kidney
Piiia and I was cured of a bad attack
The constitution Is neither a
At that time a
of kidney complaint.
nor a radical instrument but
statement appeared in the local pa- is a
compromise and
1
pers, telling of my experience and
we believe that it is the best that
all
i
confirming
now take pleasure
has been formulated within the past
that was then said in favor of Doan's fifty years. Farmington Enterprise.
Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that made it difficult - for me to stoop
It took longer to create New Mexiand there were othe.- troubles which co's new constitution than it did to
were
plainly showed that my kidneys
create the world, but it is pronounced
at fault. Soon after I began taking "good" by its makers just the same.
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement The voters are expected to do the
was noticeable and the contents of rest." Fort Sumner Republican.
two boxes restored my kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
"Taking the constitution as a whole
the pain from my back. I am glad to we are well satisfied and will do all
say that during the time that has that we can to make its adoption as
since passed, my cure has been per- unanimous as possible. We do not
ms nent."
believe the voting against it will be
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 considerably
in Chaves
county."
Co., Buffalo, Kenna Record.
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
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Oswell Digneo of this city, is ill at
jttie Claire.
A. J. Perkins of Santa Ana, Calif..
(
is a tourist at the Claire.
E. D. Shea, a shoe salesman of Raton, is calling on the trade.
,T.
Eaton, the well known meat
salesman, is here from Las Vegas.
T-Ganter, a shoe salesman from
St. Louis, is at the Montezuma hotel.
W. E. Strenning, a husiness man
from Kansas City, is at the Palace.
Harvey Oatman, a real estate dealer of Clovis, is at the Montezuma hotel.
William Weinberg, a clothing salesman is here from Denver calling on
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at "Libe" or library where reference
reading is in full sway at
al institutions. It must be admitted
that more than one fair face donned
a facial expression that was of j
"mingling perplexity" as H. G. Wells, j
the London writer described that of i
Roosevelt The names were not all j
easy to make out and some of them j
were difficult to write, the fair copy-jgtB haying to change pens occasion- - j
ally as do great men signing important treaties, statehood enabling acta
and constitutions, (to give the pens
away as souvenirs.)
A
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work
when
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The Rev. P. Plontard of Chaperito.
was a visitor here yesterday and called on the archbishop.
APPLY TO
personally, regardless of party affiliaRev. G. Halterman of Santa Cruz, tions.
was in the city yesterday on matters
&.
C- Miss Richie Seligman who has been
appertaining to the Indians.
seriously ill at the Sanitarium is reInsurance
Surety Bonds
Real Estate
S.
an
insurance
George
Ramsey,
ported better today.
agent of Albuquerque, and a former
Postmaster Edmund C. Burke, who
Santa Fe, New Mexico
newspaperman, is at the Claire hotel. is ill at his home on Don
Gaspar
Judge John H. Knaebel has returnPhone. Red io. 189
19 San Francisco St.
a good night and Is
ed from a visit to his home in Den- Avenue, passed
ver and is registered at the Palace reported much better this morning.
tero
Deputy Postmaster Manuel B.
hotel.
a was one of the callers on Mr. Burke
J. H. Herzstein of Albuquerque,
and said that the postmaster is
traveling salesman, who formerly liv- today
from what first
splendidly
rallying
ed in Santa Fe, is registered at the
seemed to be a very serious illness.
Montezuma.
Hon. Fred Brown and family returnMrs. Charles A. Spiess returned this
ed
Seated
Wednesday from Santa Fe where
Leather
Tables.
Extension
afternoon
she
where
from
Oak
Dinning
Chicago,
they have been during the constituweeks
visited
relatives
several
with
Hand
of
Line
Beautiful
New
Chairs to Match.
tional convention. If it should happen
and friends. Las Vegas Optic.
- x Dishes
.1. E. Hannum, superintendent
for that there is any thing in the new
New Mexico of the Continental Oil constitution that does not suit us,
is here from Albuquerque, we shall surely blame it on Brown. So
Company,
SHEARS.
GAME
FLAT WEAR.
far as we have proceeded with the
and is registered at the Montezuma.
Mrs. Don W. Lusk and little daugh- reading of the articles, we have found
ter, Wilma, returned today from a two nothing to complain of except that It
Akers-Wagne- r
months' visit to Mrs. Lusk's former is too long. Anyway, we are glad
home in Pittsburg, Kan. Las Vegas Fred Is bacK home and we can omit
that prefix "Hon." from his name' and
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
Optic.
J. R. Farewell of Albuquerque, civil call him just plain Brown again. Roy
engineer, who helped build the Santa and Solano Herald.
Fe Central Railway, is In town. He
is a candidate for territorial engineer MRS. ABEYTA DE SANCHEZ
MARRIES A. D. VARGAS
to succeed V. L. Sullivan.
WAY DOWN PRICES
HIGH GRADE STOCK
Sheriff Elizario Quintana of Taos
de San- Juanita Abeyta
Mrs.
county, arrived yesterday and is regAniceto
of
He
hotel.
chez,
istered at the Coronado
daughter
D.
A.
and
Vargas, fortook two patients to the territorial Abeyta,
asylum for the insane at Las Vegas. mer member of the legislature, and
WATCH OUR WINDOWS FOR AN
Census Enumerator Caslmlro S. Lu- - census enumerator, of Ojo Caliente,
cero of San Rafael, who Is also a uep- TMn Arriha rnnntv. were married at 7
UNEXCELLED DISPLAY OF DAINTY
4
uty sheriff in Valencia county, is in o'clock yesterday morning at the CaSanta Fe for three days visiting his thedral. The Very Rev. A. Fourchegu,
daughter at the Presbyterian Mission vicar general, officiated. Mr. and Mrs.
school.
Eugenio Baca attended the couple. Mr.
Assistant U. S. Attorney Herbert and Mrs. Vargas will spend a fortW. Clark left last night for Farming- - night here and then go to El Paso,
ton on legal business for the federal Texas.
Mrs. Abeyta is a member of a well
government. He expects to be there
for a week, and then return to his known family of this city where she
was very popular.' Mr. Vargas has
home in Las Vegas.
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to Congress William
H. been prominent in' New Mexico polDelegate
s
Manager.
President,
Andrews left Albuquerque last even- itics, and is also popular here.
for Washington, D. C., to be on
ing
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SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
deck when Congress meets on next SOCIETY GIRLS FIND OUT
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Monday. The session promises to be
We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE We write.
a very busy and Important one.
&
John H. McCutcheon, a well known
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE
It was a great sight this morning to
We draw
INSURANCE.
newspaper man of New Mexico, who see the girls in a room in the capital
was here during the constitutional busy addressing the big envelopes in
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
convention, has gone to Las Vegas. which 100,000 copies of the constituMONEY
for
clients
LOAN and PLACE
He covered the convention for the El tion will go to persons registered
Paso Times and the Albuquerque
We can secure a desirable" TENANT or PURas voters In the Territory. In the
small army of young ladies at work
CHASER for your property.
Former Senator William A. Clarke, penning names are a number of well
We respectfully solicit your business.
of Montana, passed through Lamy, known society Kirhr who wished to
Sunday in his private car, which was see how hard it is to do a day's work
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
attached to Santa Fe train No. 10. of six hours and realize what it means
Mr. Clarke had been in Arizona and to earn money by their own efforts,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
California on a business trip. He is
The girls looked very pretty in
on his way to New York.
their neat attractive gowns and their
A. W. Gunn, pharmacist with the faces reminded
one of the sweet
A..J. Fischer Drug Company, left last
puzzling over musty volumes
an easy shave
night for his home at Ailsa Craig, CaWhenever you wantever
gave.
As good as barbers
nada, ih response to a telegram anJust call on me at my salon
noon
nouncing the death of his father.
At morn or eve or busy hair
with
grace
I'll curl and dress the
Ailsa Craig is about 150 miles nortu
your face.
I'll suit tbe contour of
of Chicago where Mr. Gunn formerly
keen,
My razor sharp and scissors
toweUare clean
MyshoDis neat and
resided.
find
think
I
you'll
And everything
Dion Geraldine, a prominent busiTo suit the taste and please the mind.
FRIDAY NIGHT
ness man from Kansas City is expectROOM
BATH
CLASS
FIRST
ed to arrive at the Montezuma hotel
DECEMBER 2
tonight and start for the Espanola
country early tomorrow by motor. Mr.
Geraldine is accompanied by a party
THE
SHOP
BARBER
O. K.
of motorists and has reserved a suite
of rooms at the Montezuma.
M
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N
Rev. Brother Emery, provincial of
I
!
RUBBERI
, RUBBER!
the .Christian Brothers, is here from
and you had better "rubber" this way St. Louis making an official visit to
II you want anything on eartn try If you would secure the best bargains St. Michael's college. The Father Provincial of the Franciscans, was in the
a New Mexican Want Ad.
In medicinal rubber goods of all kinds,
city this week and called on the
Here you will find a variety of
Father Anselm Weber,
Archbishop.
HOT WATER BA S AND 8YRINGES O. F. M., was also here from Navajo.
GIVING UNDER DIRECTION OF
"Mr. and Mrs. George "W. Armijo
as well as gloves, mats, and the usual and son arrived from Santa Fe Sats
line of rubber goods handled by
urday, to spend several days In Las
druggis'!. The qualities are Cruces." They were accompanied by
guaranteed to be perfect, and the pri Mrs. Armijo's sister, Mrs. Mander-fielFOR THE
ces are as low as you will find elese- Mr. Armljo' was chief clerk of
BENEFIT OF
where in the west
and
the
constitutional
is
convention
24 E SAN FRANCISCO ST
also probate clerk of Santa Fe county." Las Cruces Citizen.
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Edgar
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where Bandaller lays the scene possible sunshine.
Th.in.3r
If&k. Pae the reason for the impressive name.
of
is
Plenty.
that
books
the
Region
without
p. in.
ne:n Ssm&itUiUt,
disturbing
person
of his "Delight-makers.- "
From the
Climbing up the pass, the train skirts
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
But Santa Fe is not all scenery, and
of
the
down
top
and
sectional
the
dizzy
leading
trail,
artistic,
only perfect
practical,
the battlefield of Glorieta, where vol9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
and ruins. The region justlunteers from Colorado, with the men among foaming waterfalls into the sunshine,
roller- Fitted with
bookcase
made.
of
fine
is
fruit.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
its
y,
exa
proud
Apples,
has
been
ruin
circular
of Santa Fe, saved the southwest to canyon,
p. m.
furnished
units
base
with
without
or
peaches,
plums,
nectarines,
prunes,
bearing doors;
the Union in a bloody two days' bat- cavated, that, looks startlingly like the cherries small
fruit, attain perfection
tle. A minute later, and the train Is familiar picture of an old Greek amdrawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
O. & n. G. Ry.
in flavor, color, and size. Santa Fe
gliding cautiously down Apache can- - phitheater, in this canyon a cere- Is embowered
Ltiave 10:15 a. id. for north.
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
in orchards, which
monial cave has been restored as It
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
was in the days when the cliff dwell- throw a balo about it in spring, and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
ers came to this canyon as the center bless it with fruit, from early Summer
views showing moDSsmexA iojibrary .parlor, etc.
New Mexico Central Ry.
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
of their empire, and worshiped, pos- until late in fall. The valleys round
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
ana t&ouid know
a
about
are
uutui
spots.
with
garden
and
dances
same
rites
the
Irrigation
sibly,
Returns
a'xmt the wondertal
Thursday and Friday.
34 east and S3 south and west
the
In- works are being constructed in
tMARVELWhirlingSpray that may he observed today in the
New Mexican Printing Company
'
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from AGENCY atO. K. Barber
dian village of Tesuque, nine miles Arroyo Hondo and other tributaries of
Shop
om.
m wa
jt
Sole
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
5a, New Mexico.
Agents, Sar
Rio
elwue
the
which
it
will
reclaim
from Santa Fe, or on August 4, at
Grande,
Mrs.PO. BROvVN Agent
rwintly
haty'
Santo Domingo, largest of the many thousands. of acres of fertile land, of
Am f oar Urngtfit tot X.
The use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
11 u.
UM
Phone No. 23 Red
Mippir
Indian pueblos within forty miles of fering homes for hundreds of thrifty
c.iuiyt
.
i
m
n
hi
are upbuilding,
strengthening and
ottvttr. hut lend .tamo fur
Santa Fe. "Whether these cliff dwell- farmers who may here pursue' their
book H.iutHl. Tt I
soothing. Toole in action, quick In reIt yon want anything on earth try IlliutntM
ers
were the forefathers of the pictnil iMrtlontar. ud direction. In
Mlnbla to lmillm. MAKTFLCO.
sults. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
ew Maxican W ant Ad.
(Continued on Paga 8evn.)
turesque Pueblo Indians of the New
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

'e

ASK FOR TICKETS

fresh-lookin-

p

SHIP YOUR FH EIGHT

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

Wil-lar-

i

Paso

Southwestern System

The Best Route

Far-wel- l,

East or West

Fri-jolc-

EUGENE A.

five-fee-

g

WHEN GOING

Charles W. Dudrow

EAST OR WEST

"

CALIFORNIA

use the
ATM D Er
T3I Q.
Shortest Line to Denver,

(rR

partly-excavate- d

WINTER TOURIST

RATES

Colo. Springs and Pueblo

plnon-covere-

snow-covere- d

UNION DEPOT.

e

a

ROSWELL AUTO CQ. ROSVVELL NEW MEX

Ros-we- ll

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

LINE

g

tUSTICMOlOSSi!

two-tenth- s

Fri-jole-

iaa.t:

FARE SST

$5.00

non-bindin-

MPEHIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

Every Yomaa
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AN OLD WORLD CITY
IN

(Continued

ifie sheGirl Who Lives Alone
needs the.

THE NEW.

from Page Six)

whether
attends college or goes to business,
Perfection Oil Heater. It will heat a cold, cheerless
calling under most favorable conditions.
boarding house or dormitory room and make it livable. It
From thirty to a hundred miles
is always a ready help in the many
south in the Stanley, Moriarty, and
things women do for themselves
Estancia valleys, farming without irin their rooms. With the damper
extensive
rigation is followed. An
scheme of irrigation by pumping also
top opened it will heat water for
is to be worKea out in tne jauer
tea or cocoa ; it will dry the small
Northern New Mexico has
articles that a woman prefers to
streams and, with storage,
wash herself in her own room. It
its flood waters will reclaim areas as
will quickly heat an iron or curling
large as one of the smaller European
kingdoms, or an eastern state.
tongs; quickly dry wet shoes or
Around Santa Fe, are coal, gold,
skirts an ever ready help for the
copper, mica, zinc, and lead mines.
woman who lives alone, dependFourteen miles south, from ancient Indian mines, still secretly visited on
ent on her own resources. The

Estimating age of world:
j

vai-ley-

l

Thriving Capital City.
Always important as the capital of
the territory, Santa Fe has assumed
added dignity and importance as the
capital of the new state. New Mexico already is well equipped with public edifices. Here is a magnificent
capitol, with a handsome annex just
surrounded by beautiful
completed,
grounds, which include those around
the new executive mansion. Now the
junction of three railways, Santa Fe
i3 a thriving commercial center, and
always has been, since the days when
it was the terminus of the old Santa
Fe Trail. It has a prosperous population of 6,000, good hotels, good sanitaria; a sanitarium conducted by the
Sisters of Charity, which has just
completed the finest new hospital in
the southwest. All of the modern conveniences are supplied. The city justly is proud of its public schools. It
has the oldest college for young men
and the oldest academy for the higher
education of girls west of the Mis
souri.
There are two Presbyterian
mission schools, two Industrial Indian schools, an orphans' asylum, the
New Mexico school for the deaf and
dumb, public library, Elks theater,
many churches, and a noteworthy cathedral with celebrated altar paintings
and other pictures by the old Spanish
masters. There is a pretentious National Guard armory, a stone federal
building, classic in outline, before
which stands a shaft in memory of
Kit Carson, the famous scout, who
was a member of the Santa Fe Masonic lodge.

RFECTS
SMOKELESS
Absolutely

smokeless and odorless

Is invaluable in its capacity of quickly giving heat. It will burn
nine hours with one filling. It is safe, smokeless and odorless ;
has a cool handle and a damper top.
An indicator shows the amount of oil in the font. The filler-ca- p
is put in
like a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the font by a chain. It has an automatwick
from being
ic-locking
flame spreader, which prevents the
turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop back so the
wick can be quickly cleaned.

The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be unscrewed
in an instant for rewicking. Finished in japan or nickel, strong, durable, veil
made, built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
Dcaltri Evtriwhert. If ml at vonrs. wrilt far descrinlw
ntarest agency of tht

rjE"

circular

W Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
in.

u, ii

Hiiii'tigaiSi
United Staes Weather Bureau, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
other federal functious in the southwest. It has an established filigree
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
manufacturing
industry. Although
014351
not coal.
much
of the atmosphere of
retaining
Department of the Interior.
antiquity, is an ambitious city with
United States Land Office,
progressive citizenship, its homes are
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 21, 1910.
beautiful, its social conditions delightNotice is hereby given that the
ful, and it has all of the attractions
claimant has filed notand conveniences of a modern grow- wing-named
ing city, and the capital of a prosper- ice of his intention to make final proof
ous commonwealth.
in support of his claim under sections
But, after all, the tourist is not so 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
much interested in these modern de- (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
velopments, which he can find in oth- act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
er cities, as in the unique adobe,
479,) and the said proof will be made
Probate
Montoya,
houses, the quaint, crooked before Alfredo
streets, the burros loaded with wood, Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
the mingling of Indian, Spanish speak- 9, 1911, viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-n-a
ing native and the frontiersmen the
Blanca, N. M., for the claim 2520
many evidences of the olden days, in sees. 35 and 3C, T. 16 N R. 5 E., N.
which are found on every hand, and M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
which still dwell with the
He names the following witnesses
modern, although crowded hard for existence to
prove his actual continuous adand likely soon to pass away.
There, verse possession of said tract for
fore, visit Santa Fe, while it is yet
twenty years next preceding the sur
time.
vey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz
BOTH SPEED AND EFFECTIVE.
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,
This indicates the action of
Foley Blanca, N. M.
Kidney Pills as S. Parsons, Battle
Any person who desires to protest
Creek, Mich., illustrates: "I have
been afflicted with a severe case of against the allowance of said proof,
of any substantial reakidney and bladder trouble for which or who knows
son under the laws and regulations
I found no relief until I used
Foley of the Interior
Department why such
Kidney Pills. These cured me enbe allowed will be
not
should
proof
of
all my ailments. I was
tirely
d
troubled with backaches and severe given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
shooting pains with annoying urinary
of said clainm-ant- ,
witnesses
the
The
irregularities.
steady use of Foley
and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Kidney Pills rid me entirely of all my
former troubles. They have my high- of that submitted by the claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
est recommendation."
Sold by The
Register.
Capital Pharmacy.
follo-

Plans are complete for the costliest
Scottish Rite Masonic cathedral in
the southwest. In the present Masonic temple, are a number of interesting reliCB. For the Santa 'Fe' lodge
is the oldest in the southwest, and
with one exception, the oldest west ot
the Missouri.
Santa Fe is an archiepiscopal See
of the Catholic church; the county
seat, headquarters not only of the
state government, but of the internal
revenue service for New Mexico and
Arizona, of the supreme and federal
If you want anything on earth
district courts, forestry, land office, a New Mexican Want Ad.

CONSTITUTION

above-mentionecross-examin-

try DENVER HAS ITS DAILY

MURDER MYSTERY.

Denver, Colo., Nov. 29. Bound anu
gagged, with the head almost severed
the body of a woman was found in a
ravine two miles north of the Globe-vill- e
smelters in Adams county. The
body is believed' to be that of Mrs.
Dorinto Labata Cellanto of 1402 West
Thirty-eightavenue, the sister-in-laof Marco Cellanto, who three weeks
ago shot and seriously wounded an
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associate during a quarrel concerning
the woman. The body was found by
three Italians who summoned four
youthful hunters, and, after paying
one of the boys 15 cents to notify the
Denver police, disappeared. They refused to give their names.
Train From East Late Santa Fe
train No. 3, the California flyer from
the east, was several hours late in
passing Lamy this forenoon, being delayed by the intense cold in Kansas
anu Colorado.
NO INDIGESTION

OR ANY

STOMACH DISORDER.

Heartburn, Gas arid Indigestion
ish and Your Stomach Feels
Fine in Five Minutes.

I

our

i

some consideration.

WAITS

'

1

FOR SALE Cows horses and wagon. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 4QC

T

.

moonlight nights by the braveB from
Santo Domingo and Cochiti, the Tiffa-ny- s
of New York obtain much of their
supply of turquoise, precious stones
which, in size, color, and permanency,
rival the much sought Persian product. The gentle undulating hills that
roll in every direction are excellent
grazing land; occupied by flocks of
sheep, herds of cattle and goats. Santa Fe county alone has 225.000 acres
still open to homestead entry, and in
the Santa F land district there are
13,000,000 acres of such lands; an
area twice the size of New Jersey,
and much of it good agricultural land.

SHE FOUND

Various
Processor Have Gvested
Earth Was Anywhere From 20
f
to 400 Million Years Old.
j
Lord Kelvin, half a century aso, put
tWth the opinion that the age of the
tarth might be anywhere from
Evangeline's mother was Irritated,
to 400,000.000 years, savs the
and justly so. For what can be more Christian
W'orld, but Inter in life, he
matrito
know the
annoying than not
cut his maximum estimate down to
monial intentions of one's own child? 40,000,000
years. Seventeen years ago,
Evangeline's mother would have Doctor Walcott of the Smithsonian ingiven a great deal to know whether
stitution, reckoned that our globe
her daughter really cared anything wa3 probably 70.000,000 years old.
she
about Ross Everts and whether
Professor Joly, 11 years ago. estiintended to marry him. That he in- mated 'Ik age of the sea at 80.000.000
tended to marry Evangeline was clear, years; wtlle Solas quite lately reckbut, of course, that was a different oned t'oat "o:d ocean" had rolled over
matter. A mother hates to give up its sandy bed for a period anywhere
her child, but even the most affectionbetween 80,000,000
and 150.000.000
ate mother cannot be blind to such years. And now our geological sura combination of family, looks, posivey professors, having found the same
tion and wealth as Ross Everts when problem of the earth's antiquity wholthrown at a daughter's feet and tac- ly beyond their skill, have resorted ta
itly begging to be picked up and ac- "scientific guessing," like all of their
seemed forerunners. They "guess" that this
While Evangeline
cepted.
recklessly indifferent to her luck her world of ours has been In existence
somewhere between 55,000,000 and
mother, being older, was not.
years.
"Any other man In Ross' place,"
Since the dawn of human reason,
aid Evangeline's
mother, severely,
"would have been mortally offended four great problems have occupied
long ago at the way you've treated the mind of man, viz.: The earth;
him and would have walked off and the heavens above; God the Creator,
never come back, and you know it!" and mat and his destiny. These are
"Pooh!
It's good for him!" de- still the master studies of the race,
clared Evangeline, lightly. "He im- and each successive age gives us
It Is a
deeper Insight Into them.
proves with every snubbing."
fine thing when men of intellect take
"Youll snub him once too often!
up such studies earnestly and with
said her mother.
reverence. The more they investigate
"I don't care," returned the daughin this spirit, he sooner will they
ter.
trace clearly the lines of agreement
that exist between science and the
"Evangeline, you'll drive me distracted!" lamented her mother. "How less need will there be for a resort to
can you be so blind to your own in- "guesswork," such as that we have
You'll get married some seen in relation to the age of the
terests!
earth.
day, of course and let me toll yon
that you'll never get a chance like
Ross Everts again!
Why, any girl CAUSES
FLOWERS TO GROW
might be proud to have him to show
a preference for her!"
Ether Given to Plants Quickens Their
"Oh, I don't know," said EvangeGrowth, as Proved by ExperiThen she yawned.
line, Indifferently.
ment In Copenhagen.
"He has the finest eyes!" went oa
her mother In an aggrieved tone.
Anaesthetics used upon bulbs and
"And he is so thoughtful!"
while dormant and awaiting the
plants
"Is he?" inquired Evangeline, ab- touch of
spring is one of the newest
sently.
reported from Copenha"Look at the lovely things he has experiments
gen. Dr. Johanssen of the Danish
done for you'" said her mother. "I
of
capital has shown that numbers
should think that would touch you!
flowering plants, anaesthetized with
Right on top of his giving you a din- chloroform or with ether while In the
ner and theater party you forget an dormant state, awake to a remarkable
engagement with him and go away activity of growth and to superexcel-lenc- e
with Ted White, who doesn't amount
in flowering, after they have
to a row of pins! I'm surprised that been removed to
growing conditions,
Ross Everts ever came to see you out of doors or under glass, aa the
case may be.
again!"
"Well," remarked Evangeline, "I
In the matter of the Easter lily, for
could have managed to exist If he example, the bulbs are incased In an
hadn't! He isn't exactly the light of
receptacle, while hanging
the world to me! There are lots of from the inner side of the closed lid
interesting people on earth besides the chloroform or the ether is susRoss Everts. You certainly have been pended. The temperature should be
hypnotized by him, mother!"
kept as near as possible to 62 degrees
"I think," said her parent, with dig- Fahrenheit, and the dormant plant life
nity, "that I have sense enough, if left to the anaesthetic for 48 hours.
you haven't, to appreciate a fine young They are planted under a subdued
young man when I see him! Don't light for a few days, after which they
appear literally to spring from the
you really like him, Evangeline?"
"Oh, I don't know," returned her earth into abnormally vigorous, rapid
daughter. "Sometimes you get tired growth. Lilacs, azaleas and lilies of
the valley seem especially benefited
of so much devotion."
"Tired of Ross Everts!" cried the by the treatment Azaleas, potted on
mother, throwing up her hands to February 25, were in full bloom on
"I wish some of the girls March 8, while untreated specimens
heaven.
who are so crazy about him could in adjoining beds did not mature their
hear you say that! They'd be certain blossoms until two weeks later. The
expense of the treatment is almost
that you were putting ft on!"
"I'm not!" declared Evangeline. "He nothing, and with further experimenJust doesn't appeal to me. I don't see tation it is predicted that a distinctly
be
may
proposition
that he is a bit different or better mercantile
evolved.
than half a dozen others."
"I don't understand you in the least,
her mother returned.
Evangeline,"
Complaint Was "Incurable."
If you
"Still, It's your own affair.
A remarkable fraud has just been
don't like him you don't though I worked on the Instltut Pasteur in
must say I can't see why you let him Paris by a negro hailing from eastern
come around so much if he bores Africa. Alleging that he was sufferyou!
Maybe you're right, though
ing from the terrible malady of sleepwe can't all see things the same way. ing sickness, the negro was admitted
It really isn't bo much his looks, it's to the hospital to undergo treatment
Just his expression. When you come Hla symptoms were diagnosed as perdown to It his eyes are more green petual hunger, coupled with profound
than hazel."
The doctors at the hosdrowsiness.
"Why, how you talk!" cried her pital, believing the man's case to be a
"Ross has splendid eyes. genuine one, took him In hand and
daughter.
Green? Absurd! Even if I don't care lavished every conceivable attention
about him I guess I know his eyes are on him. A fortnight was spent by the
as brown as brown!"
victim of sleeping sickness
"Well," said her mother, "all right. In alternate sleeping and
eating.
But possibly his having such an in- Eventually the negro's utter Incapabilcome won't be the best thing for him. ity to make any kind of physical effort
Money has ruined many a young man. aroused their suspicions, and without
He may take to drink or to gambling more ado he was discharged. Some
In stocks or something equally "
days afterward the negro returned to
"Mother, I'm surprised at you," the Instltut Pasteur to thank the
broke in Evangeline.
"You certainly principal for the letter's kindness to
haven't observed him much not to him. It was then that the doctors
know that Ross Everts has the realized that the negro's
complaint
strongest sort of a character and sim- was "incurable."
ply could do nothing underhanded
or small or foolish!"
Dickens Nearly Popular as Bible.
Dickens' public passes beyond the
so
for
"As
his being
devoted," com- bounds of the British Empire. There
mented her mother, "you can't always is America with its eighty-fivmiltell. I wasn't going to speak about lions of people and its widespread, its
it, but while you were away ha was fervent, regard for Dickens. There is
running around all the time with France, where Daudet could write:
Mabel Todd and people said"
"Little Nell and Paul Dombey came to
"I simply don't believe it!" cried me as a revelation of purity and inEvangeline, getting to her feet. "Why, nocence." There is Germany, where,
he wrote me that he was lonesome as Bunsen said, "Dickens compels
and spent all his evenings at home tears and laughter amongst Germans
thinking of me. Anyhow, if you want as amongst his own people." There
to believe such stories you may, but is Russia, where Tolstoi relates that
I won't!" I guess I know Ross Everts he found the "Christmas Carol" In
and I guess I know he's the finest, the oablns of the humblest serfs, and
most trustworthy person that ever where "Oliver Twist" eod "Nicholas
lived, and I'm not going to hear mean Nickleby" are read In seven different
translations in the realms of the czar.
things said about him '
"That's all right, Evangeline," said
It Is futile to multiply evidences of
her mother, beaming. "Maybe I was the universality of the genius of Dickmistaken about Mabel Todd. In fact, ens. Next to the Bible and ShakesI am sure I am, because I Just thought peare, his books enjoy the widest
Strand.
of it on the spur of the moment. I popularity.
Just wanted to find out something that
you wouldn't tell me and I have!"
Fight
"Find out something!" stammered
tret-tuKnlcker What is Summer-man
"I'd like to know what!"
Evangeline.
about?
Bocker Afraid his wife can oome
The man who marries happily may back. Judge.
be
be said to
transported for life.
RIDDLES.
41- Too Naive.
could
with
He
logarithms.
play
Mayor Gaynor at a dinner in New
Through all problems he could strlAe
York, said of a politician's excuse: And be could have squared the olrola
"It was altogether too ingenious and Had he ever simply tried.
naive. It reminded me of the butler But he never once could figure
(Was it envy turned htm greenT)
story. A man advertised for a good How
it was another fellow
Could afford a buzs machine.
butler, and the next morning a young
There was nothing In creation
man presented himself.
That eecaped her eagle eye.
" "Have you got references the man
She could look around a corner
'
t
asked.
And not turn her neck awry.
" 'Yes, sir,' said the applicant, 'I have But 'twas
quite past her perception
a number of excellent references.'
(What deduction would you draw?)
on
What
a married couple
earth
"'And where did you get themr
saw.
" From the reference library, sir,' -- Ever In each other
MnLandburgh Wilson, In Mew Tork
was the reply.
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Van-

Why not get some now this moment, and forever rid yoirtself of
Stomach trouble and Indigestion? A
dieted stomach gets the blues and
Give it a good eat, then
grumbles.
take Pape's Diapepsin to start the digestive juices working. There will be
no dyspepsia or belching of Gas or
1
eructations of undigested food; no
feeling like a lump of lead in the
stomach or heartburn, sick headache
ana Dizziness, and your food will not
ferment and poison your breath with
I i ?
tf i
nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin costs only 50 cents
for a large case at any drug store
here, and will relieve the most obHON. VICTOR ORTEGA.
stinate case of Indigestion and Upset
Delegate in the Constitutional Convention from Santa Fe County nd Prob- Stomach in five minutes.
ate Judge of Santa Fe County.
There is nothing else better to take
Gas from Stomach and cleanse the
Hon. Victor Ortega, delegate In the boost others on his ticket and being stomach and intestines, and, besides,
prepare
constitutional convention from Santa content to run behind them. He was one single dose will digest andblood
all
Fe county, is a well known Republi- county commissioner from 1893 to '94 for assimiliation into the
food the same as a sound, healthy
your
can who has won many laurels in and was a member of the legislature stomach
would do it.
from 1899 to 1901. He was appointed j When
politics..
Diapepsin works, your stomwas
In
counborn
this
he
1906
in
which office
Judge Ortega
probate judge
ach rests gets itself in order, cleans
ty 51 years ago and was educated In still holds.
up and then you feel like eating when
the public schools of this county. He
Speaking of the constitution just you come to the table, and what you
la the son of Jose Ramon Ortega, drafted, Judge Ortega said: "I think eat will do you good.
formerly member ot the legislature it is an excellent document and one
Absolute relief from all Stomach
that will be adopted without hesita Misery is waiting for you as soon as
and treasurer of Rio Arriba county.
Judge Ortega began his career as a tion by the people of New Mexico you decide to take a little Diapepsin.
follower of mercantile pursuits and to One of the strongest features In it, to Tell your druggist that you want to
day he owns one of the largest stores my mind, is the $200 exemption law become thoroughly cured this time.
In Santa Fe county. He became ac- for heads of families an exemption j Remember, if your stomach feels
tive in politics early in life and has that will work great benefit to the out of order and uncomfortable now,
you Can get relief m five minutes.
always been unselfish, preferring to poor man."

air-tig-

Galisteo St
WANTED Men w:tnout experience
to work at electricity, plumbing, autoI.earn traue in
mobiles, bricklaying.
few months without expense, 200 students last year. $30,000 contract Job
United Trade
Write immediately.
School Contracting Co.. Los Angeles.

TYPEWRITERS

1

adjusted and repaired. New
iplatents furnished. Ribbons and sup--j
piles. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewriters guarsaid to that barmaid:
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exj

Brown You
"Drink to me with thine eyes." Shf
aas only one eye.
Jones Well, one drink Is bettsi
than none.
A

FAN FOR SURE.

3

I

n

r

Phone Blaca 231.

change.

FOR
SALE Handsome
quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing device, spacious and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid condition for lower price, inquire Now
Mexican.
Notice for Publication.
Not Coal)
(06966
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
November 8, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that George
Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on September 18, 1903. made houieBtead enfor SW
Section
try No.
2, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, bas filed notice of intention to make final five year proot, to
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day
of December, 1910.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Teacher Why do they try to find
the north pole?
Johnny Huh! I dunno; It's too cold
to play baseball up there.

Macarlo Leyba, Pollto Leyba, Atl- lano Qulntana, Isabel Leyba, all of
Leyba, N. M.
MANUEL OTERO,
Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013780.)

Coal Land Jemez Forest.
LOVE'S LABOR LOST
Small Holding Claim No. 4372
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowlng-nameclaimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his clarm under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Ccmr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910, viz: Mauricio Sancbex, of Cuba,
N. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec 7,
T. 20 N, R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N, R. 2 W.. N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
Sammy (to girl he has feted all the to prove his actual continuous adverse
week to concerts, lunches, chocolate, possession ot said tract for twenty
cigarettes, etc., etc). Well, and what years next preceding the survey of the
If it is the husbands' boats?
township, viz:
Rebecca Oh, nothing much, only
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
my husband's coming down by Itl
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
SUCH
ANNOYING
IGNORANCE
against the allowance of said proof,
ot who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R, OTERO,
d

above-mention-

cross-examin-

Register.
Benham I lost a foursome
at the Beachwood links.
Mrs. Benham Why not advertise
for it?
y

GO

UP

TOP,

BILL

self-style- d

e

CK-ane-

3

Dressed in "Black and Yellow"
Not "Football Colors" but the color
of the carton containing Foley's
Honey and Tar the best and safest
cough remedy for all coughs and colds.
Do not accept a substitute but soe
that you get the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar In a yellow carton with
black letters. Sold by The Capital
Pl.nrmacy.
BLANKS

Printed and ft sale by New Mexl-eaPrinting Company, Santa Fe, N.

n

Mex.

Butchers' Bond,
sheet
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
censes,

Li- -

sheet

2

Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arre3to.
pliego.
Auto de Prision, 4 pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
Certiflcado de Nombramietto, 14
pliego.
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
Fianza Oftcial y Juramento, 12
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, 12
pligeo.
Formula de Enumeracion.
pliego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Preceptors,
pliego.
Camlnos, 25c.
Libros de Recibo de Capttaclon, Fin
en un Ilbro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un llbro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
Documento Sin Garantla.
pliego.
sheet
Option,
Notas Obligaclonea, 25c por 59.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Reciboe Supervisores d
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
y 40c.
Appllcaclon por Llcencia de Matrl-monl2
pliego.
Certiflcado de Muerte, 4 pliego.
Certiflcado de Naclmento, 4 pliego.
Reglstraclon de Fallecimentos y
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal y
Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re
4

"Now, Albert Edward, tell me some-thlsabout Bold Robin Hood."
"Well, he robbed the rich, but when
he caught a poor man who hadn't any
money, he didn't take it away from
him."

LATER REALIZATION

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

.

d

"I don't see why you make such a
fuss over every little bill I run up. Before we were married you told me
fou were well off."
"So I was But I didn't know It!"
'
Summer Scheme.
"Sim, you've got a lot of old Junk
around the store that you don't want."
"Yep." "And there's a lot of wimmen
at the hotel just bored to death for
lack of excitement" "Well?" "Why
don't you have a sale?"

1--

1--

Educational Discipline. '
Most persons will find difficulties
and hardships enough without seeking
full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25a
them; let them not repine, but take ports,
Retail Liquor License, 60 in Book,
them as a part of that educational dis$3.00.
cipline necessary to fit the mind to
Notification of Change In Assessarrive at its highest good. Charles
ment by Assessor, 100 In Boole, $3.75.
Bxay4.
.
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CASH
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-
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Denver, Colo., Nov. 29.
The forecast is generally fair
tonight and Wednesday with
cooler weather in extreme east
portion.

THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE IN 1910 CROP
WALNUTS

BLACK

BRAZILS, FILBERTS, PECANS,

WALNUTS,

INUlS

APPRICOTS,

PEARS,

raisings, currants.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
The New Mexican will insert free
of charge three notices of any enter-

PRUNES,

tainment for charitable purposes; the
notices must be
typewritten and
should not exceed one hundred words
each. For additional space, the regular advertising rates will be charged.
This rule will not be departed from in
the future, except that where programs are printed by the New Mexican Printing Company, the program
will be inserted free. To avoid error,
notices of meetings, etc., will not be
taken over the telephone.

ALL

rigS
Dates

AND

WASED FIGS

I'AS MK! I'll KKKIKS. OITWON.
OltAXtiK I'KKI., cncoAM'TS
Dill"!

r.KSInN
POP-fOR-

AMi
etc.

F. ANDREWS

4.

10.

i

,

THE REXALL

THE

STORE

STORE

REXALL

BARGAINS IN STATIONARY
A Double Box of

Real

Linen Stationery for
Steel Cut Embossed Initial
Box
Stationery

40c
Afr

aj
i ne ta&m,

mm I ?

..v.

FISCHER DRUG

I

More

COMPANY
THE

REXALL STORE

REXALL STORE

W

Have You Shoes ?
the Dressy Kind that
THANKSGIVING

DAY

CALLS

FOR ?

We Havs Lois ol

Tip

l

Also a new line of rubber goods felt
couify slippers A house shoe.
Everything for comfort. dress and
protection for the feet.

JOHN
Shoe Specialist

P F

mrnmrn

UEGER
243 Sin Francisco St.

N

SATISFACTION

GLASS

ASSURED

corrick's hack line iss,

ODORE

ZTfL

HACK SERVICE

Ladies Bargains,

in

..millinery

must reduce stock. Miss A. Mugler.
Gold lettered door plates. Leave orders at the Fix it Shop.
The Two Boys in Blue Is a scream
from start to finish. Don't flil to see
it. Its at the Elks tonight,
A SNAP
Colored Ostrich Plumes
for $;i..r.O each at Miss A. Mugler's.
Albino
Abandonment
For
Wife
Abeyta of Cruciias was before .Tustice Garcia today on the charge of
wife abandonment, lie was arrested
by Deputy Sheriff Haca and brought
to Santa Fe for trial.
A Neat Christmas Gift
Christmas
is not very far away and now is the
time to order attractive gifls. Could
anything be nicer than boxes of emLeave your orbossed stationery?
ders at the New Mexican.
Sent to Las Vegas Judge MoKie
today committed to the Insane asylum
at. Las Vegas Mrs. Xioolosa Alarid do
Horrego. aged "3 years who showed
signs of insanity a day or two ago by
smashing windows and undue excitability.
The Ladies of St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church will have a sale of
fancy work, home baked goods, and
home made candy, Saturday, December 3d, at Mrs. Richards" millinery
store. Fancy aprons a specialty. Come
and see what we have.
Oh! Ladies have you seen the latest skirt? Well you ought to see
it. Its at the Elks tonight.
Brought Two Insane Sheriff E.
Quintana of Taos county, brought two
patients through here yesterday en
route to Las Vegas where they were
committed to the insane asylum by
order of Judge Roberts. They were
jaureno Gomez and Mrs. Cleofes C.
Gomez of Taos county.
From 26 to 48 Degrees That was
tho range in temperature yesterday
and rhe average relative humidity
was 57 per cent. The lowest temperature last night was HO degrees and
at 6 a. m. today it was 35. Yesterday
-'

ONLY AT
cy"1- -

comfortable
without hurting your
pocket hook, much, v, e advise those
in need of clothing whether it be underwear, suits, overcoats, to read the
ad.
Do you play Golf?
If not learn
the game by seeing the Golf Fiend
Play. It Is at the Elks tonight.
To "Big Chief Aguinaldo" Some
witty Santa Fean or some one who
spent a day or so here has written a
postal which is in the postal morgue
sending kind regards to Big Cruet
Aguinaldo. The postal however, is un- aridressed. It is signed "H. S. L." A
letter is addressed to the Espanola j
Mercantile Company of Santa Fe bntl
the postal officials do not know of such
an agency here.
Have
His
May
Description

j

PEACHES,

FruitS 0RANGS' LEMONS, GRAPE FRUIT
AND IMPORTED,
KINDS, SIZES
& CAIIFORNIA
Plr OL
prjceS. HOLLOWI DATES, SMYRNA

FIRST

N

HiplffiPV NllTf? PF4MITS

EV,,;
riv.:J rruii
Lriea

THE

topics

g

GROCERY AND BAKERY
TVJIlfe

ciTY

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1910.

Bies and Saddle

Prop

Horses

j

brought clear weather with a north
wind during the forenoon.
Cow Hide for Boy Toper Santos
Gonzales, a in year old boy who be-- '
came intoxicated Sunday at El Paso,
Texas, was given a thrashing at the
police station Monday morning. On
the other end of the rawhide whip,
was supplied by Sergeant
which
Davis, was the lad's mother."
A prescription to keep one comfort-- '
able ought to be interesting to every
one. In the advertisement for the Big
Store today, Nathan Salmon is giving
a prescription guaranteed to malce you

THE

Its superiority is unquestioned
Its fame world-wid- e
Its use a protection and a guarantee
against alum food

j

Throughout the territory notices are
posted now of the escape of Tomas
Armijo, a trusty, from the penitentiary
last week. Armijo was serving a
term of from one to three years for
burglary and had been here but eight
months.
He was out training the
dogs in the hills and left them, mak
ing his escape, rt is thought that his
freedom will not be long, however.
Your last chance to see the two Boys
in Blue it is great and should not be
missed. Its at the Elks.
Prisoner to Testify lack Padgett
a prisoner in the penitentiary was
taken to Roswell yesterday to testify
in the case of the Territory vs. John
Hart. He was in charge of Fred
who brought A. G. Holcomb to
Las Vegas as he was adjudged insana
by Chief Justice William H. Pope. Mr.
Holcomb possessed considerable property and his wife was appointed,
Hig-gin-

s

guardian.
County and City Teachers Association will meet Saturday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at court house, to discuss
health subjects. All teachers and parents are invited to be present.
The Ideal Commercial Travelers'
Hotel is what Thos. Doran is telling
about in the new advertisement for
the Montezuma Hotel in this issue.
We advise all who might be interested, to read the ad. Read it any way.
Miner Found Dead in Out House
William Fulloway, aged 115 years, a
miner at Kelly, Socorro county- - was
found dead in an outhouse of the
was
saloon.
Acute pneumonia
given as the cause of his death.
Barela Found Guilty D. H. Barela
was found guilty at Roswell of assault
with intent to kill Macario Carasco.
Jasper G. Davis was permitted to
change his plea to guilty.
Pecos Valley Teachers' Association
The Pecos Valley Teachers' Association at Artesia, decided to hold its
next annual meeling at Clovis. It
elected V. L. Griffin of Carlsbad, president: Mrs. Childress of Lake Arthur,
vice president; Katherine Burns of
Olovis. secretary and treasurer.
No. 8 Derailed
Santa Fe train No.
S from the south and west, was derailed night before last near Cerrillos
thirty miles south of Santa Fe, and
blockaded traffic for several hours.
Suit Against Santa Fe Fuel Co. At
El Paso, suit, on account has been
filed by the Rocky Cliff Coal Company
of Gallup against the Santa Fe Fuel
Company.
Ramon Ortega is Dead Ramon Ortega, one of the pioneer residents of
Phoenix, Arizona, is dead. He owned
some of the fastest horses in the
Me-Ge- e

southwest.
Special

powdet s an made from " phosphate alum," or " sodium aluminum sulphate," which is also alum, a mineral acid, and that makes the food unhealthfu!
One pound of the imitation (25c.) powders contains five ounces of alum, a
mineral poison.

The

low-gra-

de

Foci baked with atom baking powders is found to contain a portion of

'Read the Label
Judge Frank W. Parker today.
Boy Arrested for Larceny Special
Agent J. R. Galusha of the Santa Fe
arrested a boy at Las Cmces for pilfering from freight cars, but owing to
the high standing of the parents of
the boy, released him upon the par
ents paying the damage.

court 89
kniveB, Judge Kelly in police
May 95
Corn Dec. 44
discharged Dr. J. C, Clark and W. T.
May 47
Oats Dec.
Dempster, charged with cssault and
May 34
Pork Jan. 17; May 16.35.
battery. The men, both of whom
were referred to by the court as
Lard Jan. 9.721-2- ; May 9.571-2- .
Ribs Jan. 9.07
"southern gentlemen", met on the
May 8.95.
street and settled their differences j
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Nov. 29. Wool unchangin a fist fight. More murders occurKilled Seven Wolves D. M. Walton red in this
county last year than in ed; territory and western mediums
killed seven wolves and two wild cats all
England, it is said, and Judge 22231-2- ; fine mediums 2021; fine
on his ranch ten miles north of Or-- i
has placed himself on record as 1213.
Kelly
gan, Doha Ana county.
LIVESTOCK.
attempting to "break up the custom"
Mr. Lutz is Schepticai
The report by
Chicago, Nov. 29. Cattle Receipts
encouraging fist quarrels.
in a Las Vegas paper that the Santa
Market weak. Beeves $4.50
9,000.
steers $1.205.40; westFe will finally put on a gasoline motor
Texas
7.50;
eat1
or
Notice No.
grade,
perfect
stockera and
steers
car to carry passengers
ern
between
$4.256.60;
ing apples, $1.50 per 50 lb box. No. feeders
cows and heifers
v3.305.60;
Lamy and Santa Fe meets with little 2
apgrade, or slightly worm-bitte$2.20iff 6.)0; calves $7.259.25.
credence on the part of the agent of
$1.00 per 50 lb box. Lay in sup-pples,
Receipts 28.000. Market,
Hogs
the Santa Fe, Harvey Lutz, of this
now to avoid high holiday prices.
Light
city. "It has been rumored repeated- We have seven varieties of apples slow, generally five higher.
6.SO(ii!7.25; mixed $6.857.30; heavy
ly for months" said Mr. Lutz '"but that
Delicious
until
May.
keep
$G.857.35; rough $6.857; good to
none of us here have received
any
cider, sweet and pure, 40 choice heavy $77.35; pigs $6.35Cri)7;
notice that the Santa Fe intends to Winesap
cents per gallon. Limited number of bulk $7.057.25.
run one of these cars, though there
laid
supplied at CO cents
Market
Receipts 32,000.
Sheep
a
service eggs, dozen. daily,
is little doubt that such
Deliveries in Santa Fe, steady.
per
Native $2.254.25; western
would be welcomed."
Tues. Thurs. and Sats.
yearlings $1.205.25:
2.754.25;
McC ALLISTERS TESUQUE RANCH. lambs native $4.256.25; western
IRRIGATION PROJECTS.
Phone R d 12G 3 rings.
Kansas City, Nov. 29. Cattle Re(Continued From Page One.)
ceipts 12,000, including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $4.8''
public in general for their hearty as7.25; southern steers $45.50; southsistance to our department during my
ern cows $2.754.25; native cows and
METALSMONEY AND
incumbency and hoping that you will
stockers and feed2 heifers $2.606;
Call
29.
money
Nov.
New
York,
same
and
the
you
continue
assuring
bulls $3.504.60;
ers
$3.755.50;
mercantile
Prime
(&21-cent;
to
per
that it will be my greatest pleasure
calves $48.25; western steers $4
dolMexican
5
cent;
per
assist in the development of this Ter paper
67
Sugar 5.60; western cows $2.754.75.
ritory by bringing in outside capital lars : 46; Amalgamated
Market
Hogs
Receipts 3,000.
Atchison 1011-4- ; Great Northto develop conservatively some of New 1161-4Bulk $7.107.20; heavy $7:
higher.
Central
York
New
ern
Pfd.
123;
I
Mexico's greatest resources,
am,
Reading (Jt7.25; packers and butchers $7.10
Northern Pacific 115
Yours very truly,
7.20; light $7.107.20.
115
Pacific
1501-Southern
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Market
Receipts 7,000.
Sheep
Steel 77
Union Pacific 1761-2- ;
lambs
steady. Muttons $3.504.25;
117
nfd.
IN
OLD
THE
BELIEVES
fed wethers and yearlings"
cop$56.50;
Standard
Lead
450455;
quiet
FASHIONED FIST FIGHT.
fed western eweE $34.
per easyrspot and Dec. 12.4012.5O; $3.754.25;
Silver 55
Nov. 29.
Memphis, Tenn.,
If you want anything on earth try
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
them from the bench on
New Mexican Want Ad.
a
Dec.
29.
Wheat
111.,
Nov,
Chicago,
using their fists instead of pistols or
1--

311-8l--

j

n
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MARKET REPORT

2

6

112-1--

1;

Prosecutor

Appointed

At-

torney Morgan Llewellyn, formerly of
Santa Fe, now of Las Cruces, has been
appointed special proseculor in district, court at Deming, to represent the
Territory in the murder trial of Da
vid Guadarama, which was called by

g

STORE

Prescription Guaranteed to Keep
You Comfortable in Gold Weather
YOUR TEMPERATURE GOING DOWN? Try Overcoat treat
ment, guaranteed cure for cold, taken in small, medium or long doses,
All sorts of good Overcoats $10.00 to $25.00.
TEMPERATURE STILL GOING DOWN?
Try Suit treatment, gets nearer to you than Overcoats, and comes at
attractive prices. Good sorts marked $12.50 to $27.50.
YOUR TEMPERATURE GONE DOWN AS FAR AS IT CAN?
NO! Try our good, warm Underwear, all kinds, styles and grades.
THERE! We have made you comfortable at last and you'll stay
so all Winter. Pocket book isn't hurt much either--iit? Right prices
is what makes the trade, buy of a house that never disappoints.
15

r

tir-alu-

unchanged.
The continued use cf alum made food impairs digestion, causing dyspepsia
The careful housewife when buying baking powder, will examine the label and taL;
only a brand whose label shows the powder to be made from cream of tartar.

m
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NAB HAN SALMON ciothisr,

